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A. Internship--
SENIOR THESIS PROJECT OUTLINE 
Deborah Lyn Hoepner 
August, 1989, to Kay, 1990 
1. Create a timeline for project completion 
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2. Meet regularly with program advisor, Dr. Grace Ann 
Hovet 
3. Complete research paper dealing with leadership 
within the English Club 
4. Keep a work log 
5. Keep copies of all work done for documentation 
6. Serve in any negotiated capacity for the English Club 
and/or English Department 
B. English Club--






2. Organize past records 
3. Meet with club president, Suzanne Guinn, to discuss 
upcoming activities and plan for these activities as 
well as bi-monthly meetings 
4. Create a list of possible activities by combining 





5. Act as club secretary/treasurer until December, 1989 
6. Design a logo for the club 
7. Provide a list of resources ( people and goods) and 
their location. 
8. Outline job descriptions for officers 
9. Design master membership card 
10. Create system for recognition of outstanding work 
11. Aid in the distribution of information (posters, 
newsletters, etc.) 
12. Design membership drive strate gies 
13. Create a system of networking/ tracking graduates 
C. Inner #leather (UNI's creative writing journal)--
1. Organize a video reflecting the 1988-89 publication 
a. Invite readers 
b. Set date/time with Education Center 
c. Organize video ' s presentation during Parent ' s 
Weekend at the Hearst Center 



























Selection process for editors 








Possible changes in staff organization 
Possible additions to the journal 
History of the journal 
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Handle selection proces s 
Organize lay-out 





D. Sigma Tau Delta (national English honor society)--
1. Act as student aid and record keeper 
E. Student As Critic Conference (annual state-wide essay 
competition held on canpus)--
1. Meet with past organizer, Nancy Anton 
2. Act as student organizer 
a. Prepare student groups to work 
1. Check-in 
2. Tours 
b. Organize a student panel to answer questions 
concerning UNI and the English major at UNI 
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PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP THESIS PROJECT: 
INTERNSHIP FOR THE UNI DEPARTHENT OF ENGLISH 
. the proposed perspective assumes that 
in order for an individual to function as a 
"medium," she or he must not only know what 
is hindering a group and how this can be 
overcome, but must also be able to offer 
explanations to the group so that mutual 
understanding and acceptance of the problem(s) 
may be reached by group members. 
Hirokawa 172) 
( Barge and 
As a senior at the University of Northern Iowa ( UNI), my 
project to fulfill a segment of my Presidential Scholarship 
is to plan and propose a structure change for leadership 
within the UNI English Club. Currently, I am acting as an 
intern for the English Department. For my internship, I act 
as the student contact for the four student 
organizations/activities within the department: Eng lish 
Club, Inner Weather, Sigma Tau Delta, and The Student As 
Critic Conference (an annual, state wide essay competition 
held on campus). 
The written components o f my project consist of a p aper 
dealing with a proposal for a new le adership structure for 
the English Club and two manu a l s , on e for the English Club 
and the o ther an organizat ion al gu ide for ed i tor s of Inner 
Weather, UNI·s student creative wri t ing jou rnal. My project 
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stems from my experiences not only as an English major but as 
a member of the English Club, executive editor of Inner 
Weather (a project supported by the English Club), and a 
member of Sigma Tau Delta (National English Honor Society). 
Along with my personal assessment from involvement in 
campus activities, many of the sections of my proposed 
leadership model were suggested by Drs. Grace Ann and 
Theodore Hovet, English Club advisors attempting to lead the 
club in the right direction. I must admit that my experience 
within the English Club initially caused me to be a bit 
pessimistic for the organization 's future due to diminishing 
membership and lacking desire upon the part of some members. 
But through examination of the different theories of 
leadership and of the many directions the club could go, my 
outlook has changed. 
There is the possibility of greater success for the club 
if a few changes are made, many of whi c h are listed in my 
paper and many more to be instigated by creative and 
knowledgeable students and facul ty . The ultimate peak is 
strong leadership. Strong leadership has the potential to 
make a group's success unlimited. 
But, many people argue that theo ry only looks good on 
paper and cannot sustain a real situation. To this, I cann ot 
a nswer. I only had the opp ortun i t y to parti c ipate in the 
club for two years, but I hop e the English Club will continue 
the long established tradition on the UNI c ampus as an outlet 
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f o r student c reativity . The English Club is a vital link 
between not only the classroom and career, but between humans 
learning to live with and understand one another. 
My intentions are for the manuals for the club and Inner 
Weather to support the leadership process suggested in my 
paper by providing a base for members to build upon not only 
currently but in the following years. The club is a vital 
link in a student ' s life which can be strengthened by strong 
leadership. 
Leadership Theories to Strengthen 
The University of Northern Iowa English Club 
The University of Northern Iowa English Club is a vital 
link between classroom and career. The club motto for 
1989-1990 is "A Bridge to the Professions. " No t only a n 
outlet for personal expressi on, the c lub strengthens career 
potential by adding new skills to the techniques and base 
knowledge learned in the classroom. Besides adding to the 
store of personal knowledge , according to the original club 
constitution, the purpose of the c lub is t o "st imulate an 
interest in literature and ideas; to encourage creative 
writing; to advance the professional objectives of its 
members; and to provide social act i vities " (Supplement 1). 
But apathy toward leadership is present in the English 
Club. Bi-monthly meetings currently draw l e ss than 25 
percent of paid members. Elections f o r new off i c ers draw 
uncontested candidates. Activities, though, such as 
workshops (for example: resume wri ting techniques a nd 
graduate school application procedures) a nd read - i ns 
(gatherings where students a nd fa c u lty r ead their works o r 
works by other artists) draw greater numbers of members, 
around 50 percent. Many o f the me mb ers who at t e nd c lub 
activities never attend the commit tee meetings design ed to 
bring together the officers a nd the e xecutive committee , a 
group wit hin the c lub whi c h is composed of any members 
interest e d in assuming a "leade r ship" role. 
A possible explanation o f why membe r s do not seem 
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interested in assuming a leadership role within the club can 
be attributed to the ambiguity of the concepts and practices 
involved with the word "leadership." James McGregor Burns, 
in his 1978 Pulitzer Prize winning book, Leadership, writes 
"leadership is one of the most observed and least understood 
phenomena on earth" (2). Even an all-encompassing definition 
of "leadership " cannot be agreed upon; over 130 definitions 
of "leadership" were found in one study (Burns 2 ) . The 
concept of " leadership," however, is strengthened by 
summarizing the bulk of definitions into three premises which 
project successful leadership: (1) Everyone involved must 
share mutually the vision of success as determined by set 
group goals; (2) Everyone involved must benefit from the 
union; (3) Everyone involved must be active in the pursuit of 
the envisioned success. 
Reflected in the current l it e rature, not only is t he 
word "leadership " ambiguous , but theories expressing 
leadership methods are just a s numerous and vari ed. Th e ory 
concerning leadership progressed from its origins in 
leadership as purely a result o f biology ( 1900s ) , t o 
leadership potential originating from c ontingency model s 
( 1940s), to when the emphasi s f e ll on l eader / f o ll ower 
relations and satisfaction (1 95 0 s ) , to use o f t he s ituational 
theory ( 1970s ) , to the pre sent where t he exp e rts 
seem to agree there ar e pot entially many va lid t he ori e s 
c oncerning leadership ( Edw a rds, Ro e , and Ayman 172; Ho u se 
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321; Christiano and Robinson 520). 
Acceptance and testing of many differing theories stems 
from the current strain of thought which emphasizes personal 
leadership ability and the ability to adhere to others ' 
leadership style. This current strain of thought is 
dependent upon cognitive styles. Daniel J. Christiano , Jr., 
Dean o f Students Office, Arizona State University, and Sharon 
E . Robinson , Department of Counselor Education , Arizona State 
University, refer to Hill ' s (1971) definition of cognitive 
styles as "the way individuals take note of their 
surroundings, how they seek meaning, and how they become 
informed " (520). The striking emphasis here is upon the 
individual and the problem with many theories concerning 
leadership is the lack of acceptance of the importance of the 
individual as well as cohesion uniting individuals. 
Current studies focus more on the individual, 
emphasizing such ideals as motivation , intent, and 
expectations (Tetrick; De ci, Connell, and Ryan; Mink, Rogers, 
and Watkins; Mullen et al). Bec ause the range of studies and 
theories is so broad, most a gr ee on e style of leadership may 
be suitable for one o r two peop le, but the o thers will n o t 
find satisfaction confin ed t o a c ertain style. 
Although several d iff e r ent leadership theories e x ist, 
according to Robert Ter ry, Edu c ation for Reflect i v e 
Leadership Program of the Humphr e y Institute, the six maj or 
c on c ept groups are ethical a ssessment , organizationa l , p ower, 
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situational, trait, and vision (2-7). Each theory is briefly 
outlined and evaluated in Supplement 2. In essence, the 
ethical assessment, power , and trait theories are weakened 
because they do not focus on uniting the group. The focus of 
these three theories is upon the leader and less upon the 
needed dimension of group dynamics. This narr ow fo c us does 
not fulfill the premises set forth for projecting successful 
leadership. The other three theories ( organizational, 
situational, and vision) each have specific valu e s appli c able 
to the system of leadership needed in the English Club t o 
satisfy the premises set forth for proje c ting successful 
leadership. 
The use of three leadership theories within the confines 
of one group is comparable to William E. Halal ' s p r e sentation 
of an integrated theoretical fr a mework for which 
the question of eff e ctive leadership is 
thereby framed in a c onceptu a l stru c tur e 
encompassing three independent variables 
which are defined as fo llows: l e ad e rsh i p 
style is the type o f wo r k ing relationship 
between subordin a t e s a nd sup e r i or; t ask 
technology is the t y p e o f wor k which 
subordinates perf o rm; a nd sub ordinat e 
motivati on is the type of in te r e s t s a nd 
values which c har ac ter ize s ub o rd i n ate 
perceptions and behav io r . ( 4 0 3 ) 
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Although Halal ' s framework is composed of the variables of 
style, technology, and motivation, these variables relate 
aspects of the English Club: style to leaders, technology to 
followers, and motivation to interest and values of both 
leaders and followers. These three areas focus on the two 
physical components of a group, leaders and followers, and 
provide a necessary component, motivation, to bring the two 
physical components together. Halal's theory is a plausible 
framework for structuring club leadership. Halal recognizes 
the need for varying leadership roles within a group as well 
as the encompassing measure of motivation and interest for 
all of those involved. Although he does not suggest specific 
methods for achieving such success through the use of 
supporting leadership theories, he lays the framework. 
According to Halal, "as a result of this (modern) 
accumulation of evidence, it is now fairly well recognized 
that any single form of leadership may be effective for only 
a limited range of subordinate and task characteristics " 
(402). Applying Halal's theory, three leadership theories 
are applicable for reorganizing the leadership within the UNI 
English Club, each theory having specific relevance for e ach 
of three major club groupings: leaders (o rganizational 
theory), executive committee (situational theory), and the 
whole group ( vision theory). So by using Ha l a l ' s f ram e work 
and combining the three leadership theorie s , o rganizational, 
situational, and vision, instead of adhering to only one 
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theory, the components within the framework foster special 
individual attention while not affecting group unity. 
The base of the club framework is composed of the club 
officers whose duties are developed following the 
organizational theory of leadership where "leadership is a 
function of position and role in a hierarchi~al organization" 
(Terry 3). Weakened due to leadership changes every year, 
the English Club could be strengthened using the 
organizational theory which proposes a hierarchical form of 
leadership with identified, static roles. A definite outline 
for officers' duties, as designed in the proposed amended 
version of the constitution, eliminates the awkward stage of 
trying to establish duties annually and also allows 
prospective officer candidates to preview the expectations of 
the position. Set roles are approved by Lois E. Tetrick, 
Department of Psychology, Wayne State University, who states, 
"This increased understanding of what needs to be done will 
increase perceptions of self-competence and, subsequently, 
increase one's intrinsic motivation" (948). 
Once this outline for the officers duties is created, 
the followers must assume the role of pulling together all 
aspects necessary to facilitate activities for the club, as 
decided upon by all members, and to assure the activities are 
completed. In essence, the followers become a task group. 
J. Kevin Barge, Baylor University, and Randy Y. Hirokawa, 
University of Iowa, attribute to Weick (1978) that 
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task groups are usually faced with a variety of 
task and interpersonal problems that must be 
effectively overcome in order for them to be 
successful . Among these problems is the need to 
reduce complex and equivocal informational inputs 
to a manageable level of understanding and action. 
(172) 
For each specific activity, a different member among the 
executive committee/task group (comprised of any interested, 
non-officer persons interested in fulfilling a leadership 
role within the club) may provide the necessary leadership to 
ensure a successful activity. Such a change in leadership 
according to the activity is the basis of the situational 
theory. Aptly named, situational theory is needed to 
establish leadership among those desiring a leadership 
experience within the club even thou g h they are n o t o ffi c ers 
(executive committee ) . 
The two pools of student l e ad e rship within the club, 
officers and the executive c ommit tee . cannot ac t totally 
independent, though , if the whole g r ou p, in cl ud ing t h e 
remaining members, is to su c c e ed . Osca r Hi nk , Renee Rogers , 
and Karen Watkins, all from the Un i v e r s ity of Te xas a t 
Austin, assert ''the dynami c s of c r eat i v ity a nd le a dership ar e 
d ependent upon the whole si t u a ti on in whi c h human acti on 
occurs" (228). Theref o re, th e v i si on theory o f lead e r sh ip 
must be adhered to by all t o provid e methods the c lub c an 
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follow to achieve group success through uniting the officers, 
the executive committee, and the members. 
Group success using the vision theory is dependent upon 
the activities selected by the executive committee using the 
situational theory of leadership, yet club movement before 
and after these activities is guided by the officers who 
follow the organizational theory; "the basic fun ct ion of 
leadership is to assist the gr ou p in creating this organizing 
system, as well as in overcoming other existing barriers to 
successful goal achievement" ( Barge and Hirokawa 172). Thus, 
the vision theory unites the organizational and situational 
theories: unification of a stronger English Club using 
defined leadership techniques for every segment of the group. 
LEADERSHIP THEORY IMPLEMENTATION SPECIFICS 
WITHIN THE ENGLISH CLUB 
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In the past, according to Article III of the 
constitution, the hierarchical framework of the UNI English 
Club was composed of two officers and the club's governing 
body called the executive committee. The original club 
constitution called for two officers: a facilitator to act 
as the spokesperson and chair of meetings and the treasurer 
who was to "record the minutes of the meetings, collect dues 
and special assessments, and chair meetings when the 
facilitator is unable" (Constitution 1). These two officers 
were appointed by the executive committee, but the 
constitution failed to define any specifics as to the 
committee's composition or means of existence. 
Currently, with a small group of people interested in 
leading the club, amendments to the constitution are in order 
to effectively web the hierarchy of leaders and followers 
closer together. To ac t as stud ent leaders, the old 
constitution called an executive committee along wi th two 
officers. If implemented now, this body of leaders could 
account for untold numbers of needed members, depending upon 
the size of the executive commit tee , when usual meetings draw 
less than eight members. Presently, due to l ow membership 
(twenty-seven paid members in 1989 out of 261 English majors 
and minors) there could conceivably be all leaders a nd no 
followers. So, using the organization theory of leadership, 
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Article III of the original constitution pertaining to 
officers should be amended to specify the duties of only two 
officers elected by a blind vote after self nomination or 
peer nomination instead of being put into office by a select 
group. The focus of the amended constitution is on defining 
roles within a hierarchy according to position ( Supplement 
3 ) . 
Incorporating an organization leadership theory into the 
amended constitution, the top of the club hierarchy becomes 
the president, a term replacing "facilitator" to conform to 
current language terminology. The president must be more 
than simply a token " spokesperson for the club," although 
he/she must fulfill the role of spokesperson so concise, 
consistent information can reach others. Tetrick states, 
" the function of the leader is to provide information . 
in a participatory fashion, providing the individual with 
information which clarifies what needs to be done without 
necessarily attempting to coerce behavior " ( 948 ) . 
As the focal point of the club , the president mu s t be 
actively involv e d with framing the inn e r workings o f the c lub 
while condensing the information to be relayed. The 
president frames the irrn e r workings of the club by se tting 
time lines, pr e siding over meetings, and enf o r c in g rul e s and 
duties as establ i shed in th e amended cons ti tuti on. Th e 
president also mu st be a r e source individual p r ovid in g ide a s 
and suggestion s to guid e th e group toward the establi s he d 
goal(s) . 
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Utilizing the theory of organizational leadership, 
in essence, the president occupies the highest level in the 
hierarchy due to precisely defined roles and a position as a 
focal point of leadership for others to aspire towards. 
Aiding the president, the treasurer specifically 
oversees the acquisition of and accounts for necessary 
materials so the president can adequately frame functions of 
the club. The treasurer's duties range from soliciting and 
tracking monetary funds to organizing membership drives and 
alerting members of meeting/activity times and locations. In 
the absence of the president, the treasurer must be capable 
of moving up the hierarchical ladder to assume the leadership 
duties of the president. 
The success of such a move to a higher leadership 
position is possible only if the person previously occupying 
the higher position adequately expresses his/her leadership. 
"To define the skills and responsibi l ities for each level in 
the hierarchy and teach those skills at t he level abov e a 
person's current position so the person is prepared for 
promotion" is a characteristic of the organizational theory 
(Terry 3). If this premise of organizational leadership 
theory is met, the two officers are equipped t o work 
individually or together to perform the fun c ti ons necessary 
to firmly secure the establishe d framew o r k . 
Once the framework is in p l ac e, lead e rs must " affirm t o 
those they want to lead that they possess t he c harac teristi c s 
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that qualify them for the leader role " (Leary et al 742). 
The skills and talents necessary to be a leader are broad, 
yet at the University of Northern Iowa students can 
participate in courses of varying lengths dealing with the 
aspects and conditions of being a leader. Short, one-day 
courses on different subjects are presented during the Monday 
Afternoon Pathways to Success (MAPS) . Semester courses and 
related activities concerning leadership are in the 
implementation stage at UNI. An entire leadership block of 
courses is open to students (Supplement Four) . 
English Club student leaders or any member should 
utilize these classes to learn leadership skills to 
strengthen the self, as well as being able to provide others 
with knowledge acquired so each person can experience 
leadership and aid in the pursuit of group goals. " Roug hly 
speaking, leader behavior may be classified into two majo r 
functions: facilitating accomplishment of group goals and 
maintaining positive relationships among group members " 
( Leary et al 743). Adding to this statement, Brian Mullen, 
Department of Psychology, Syracuse University, et a l , pr opose 
that "as the leader engages in more leadership b e ha v io r s . 
subordinates are more likely to be satisfied " ( 155 ) . Tet rick 
builds further by projecting how leadership skill s can be 
used by stating, "if t he event is per c eived a s i n f o rmati onal, 
it influences on e ' s perception o f self- co mpe ten c e whi c h i n 
turn influences one ' s intrinsic .) 
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motivation" (947). 
Not only do the student officers provide leadership for 
the group, but a faculty advisor(s), required by university 
policy for any campus organization, also adds to the learning 
and leadership processes. He/she adds to this organizational 
leadership by fulfilling another hierarchical level which 
fluctuates either equal to that of the officers, or in rare 
cases above t he role of the president. The faculty 
advisor(s) oversees club happenings not only to thwart 
mishaps but to provide insight and instruction to the club. 
This addition strengthens the organizational model of 
leadership as the advisor(s) teaches skills applicable to 
achieving a successful leadership process: an established 
hierarchy and fram ework sustained by skillful people, both 
students and faculty. This type of hierarchy is vital to 
activities such as clubs as measured by Steve Kozlowski and 
Mary L. Doherty , both from Michigan State University , who 
found that "leadership assumptions, and the consequent 
processes, were primary determinants of the climate of t he 
organizati on and, hence, a basis for the social and 
motivati onal processes affecting individual b ehavior " (54 6) . 
Once the officers ·and advisor ( s ) have es tab 1 ishe d du ti es 
and roles within the organizational struc t ure of t he club, 
they must have followers to lead. Since the dyn a mics o f the 
group are designed so all inv olv e d benefit by membe rshi p in 
the club, all members must feel the y are a needed part of the 
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system and have an equal say in the workings of the club. 
These major aspects of group dynamics are achieved by 
implementation of the situati onal method of leadership 
concerning the executive committee which consists of all 
those non-officer, active members interested in a leadership 
role within the c lub. 
Unlike the original constitution, in the amended version 
the executive committee does not elect the club officers; 
officers are elected through a process of self nomination or 
peer nomination followed by a blind vote election . In the 
amended constitution, the role of the executive committee is 
to implement club a c tivities. According to the situational 
method of leadership, leadership within groups shifts to best 
utilize an individual's qualities or characteristi c s whi c h 
positively r e late to the task at hand. So, aft e r e ach 
activity is selected by the offi c ers and the exe c utive 
committee , subsequent duties associated with each activity 
are defined and delegated by the executive c ommitt e e which 
elects a c ommittee member ( s ) to head the activity including 
during the bi-monthly meetings a nd also during any necessary 
outside work. 
By electing one person from a gr oup , a f ocus is 
established as well as providing a person acc oun t able for the 
group ' s decisions. According t o Christ iano a nd Ro bin s on, 
" the most relevant decision makin g i nflu e n ce i s t he 
individu a l " ( 52 3 ). Pe rtaining to this s tat e ment , t he 
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situational theory recognizes that each person has leadership 
ability in certain situations. This method of leadership 
gives all executive committee members the chance to act in a 
leadership position should the need arise. 
Given the chance to e xperience leadership, not only is 
the pool of prospective officer candidates increased, but 
the experience will lead to better self-awareness and 
awareness of other's needs. Edward L. Deci, James P. 
Connell, and Richard M. Ryan, all from the University of 
Rochester, conclude that 
promoting self-determination requires 
that the significant others in a target 
person's context ( e.g., parents , mangers, 
teachers) take that person's frame of reference. 
They must understand and acknowledge his or her 
needs, feelings, and attitudes with respect to the 
issue or situation at hand. ( 581) 
Such opportunity for leadership where not only is the 
individual strengthened, but also his/her perception of 
others, is a vital learning experience in group dynamics and 
leadership skills, also fulfilling the third premise set 
forth for effective leadership: " Everyone inv olved must be 
active in the pursuit of the envisioned success." 
"Envisioned success " can only be secured if all o f the 
members are focused on the same goal (s ). Vision t heory is a 
uniting method bringing together various segments , such as 
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leaders and followers within the club, in the creation of a 
whole. According to Terry , vision theory leadership 
"articulates directions for human action. scans 
current trends and points people toward a meaningful future" 
(5). To aid in the development of goals which correctly 
reflect the intentions of all club members, the vision theory 
of leadership is used to encase the organizational theory 
outlining the officers' roles and the situational theory used 
with the executive committee. 
In the club, vision theory can be implemented through 
verbal and written communication to fulfill the established 
group goals. Barge and Hirokawa point out that the exercise 
of leadership is dependent upon communication skills (172). 
Communication is the cornerstone of establishing group vision 
since agreement and understanding of others arise t hr ough 
communication. Most often g roups function on verbal 
communication, but some people feel more comfor table with 
written communicati on . Following the second premise for 
defining "leadership" (eve ryone involved must benefit from 
the union ), whatever means necessary should be available 
to convey ideas as to how members can best be served. 
Strengthening this notion, "research on goal sett ing has 
shown that performance fe edb a ck is a n eces sary condition for 
goal setting to work and feedback combined with goals to 
affect performance" (Podsakoff and Farah 46). Without 
feedback, members would not know if their actions we r e 
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creating the impact desired. This point has been lax in the 
English Club as once a n activity is complete the members go 
on to another without evaluating the past. Evaluating past 
performances could best be accomplished at the bi-monthly 
meetings. Generally, club meetings focus on a verbal 
synthesis of information on current or future ideas/events , 
but feedback could easily be an added section of the meeting. 
Verbal communication is quick and can elicit an immediate 
response, generally advancing activities and ideas or 
evaluating past functions and ideas. 
But written communication can also take place in the 
leadership process as a way to initiate ideas or further 
progress. One such source is the newsletter. Newsletters 
function as a written forum to introduce club activities not 
only to members but to others as well who are possibly vital 
links in the leadership chain who have yet to be tapped . 
Also as a source for printing career, contest, or other 
information, newslett ers may contain information of interest 
to the entire group. Possibly this information does not 
meriting the entire group's attention for its presentati on, 
such arrangement into an activity. Especially for the 
English Club, the newsletter also functions as an outlet for 
using written skills, both informative and creative, which 
are the backbone of the English major. Th e written 
newsletter also can functi on as a source for feedback. 
Club vision through feedback also is achieved thr ough 
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the implementation of a merit system which is currently in 
the planning stages (Supplement Five). Operating on a point 
scale, the merit system combines both the organizational and 
situational theories by enforcing a specific set of 
guidelines (reaching a specific point total), but allowing 
each individual to select areas of personal interest while 
fulfilling the guidelines. The merit system acts as a 
V 
positive source of feedback rewarding members who actively 
participate within the club framework, advancing group vision 
without repressing individuality. According to Philip M. 
Podsakoff, Indiana University, and Jiing-Lih Farah, Louisiana 
State University, "individuals who receive positive feedback 
are more satisfied" (46). 
Vision leadership is an encompassing theory which 
incorporates the organizational and situational theories 
proposed to structure the club. The organizational and 
situational theories of leadership provide the framework 
holding the club together, but the vision theory acts as the 
filling portion which brings the skeleton to life. 
Application of these three theories and the supporting 
activities for the UNI En g l i sh Club will strengthen a club 
which currently is experiencing a lag in leadership. With a 
little reorganizing and defining of duties, the UNI English 
Club can strengthen leadership, which in turn will focus a nd 
advance group goals. 
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Supplement 1 
ENGLISH CLUB CONSTITUTION 
ARTICLE l 
Name and Purpose: 
1. Name: The name of this organization shall be the English 
Club. 
2. Purpose: The purpose of the English Club shall be to 
stimulate an interest in literature and ideas ; to 
encourage creative writing; to advance the professional 
objectives of its members; and to provide social 
activities for the English student. 
ARTICLE ll 
Membership and Financial Support: 
1. Membership: All currently registered students and UNI 
faculty in the English Department or related areas are 
eligible to join. All fee paying members shall be 
referred to as the membership. 
2. a. Financial support will come from dues, UNISA 
allocations, and fund raising events. 
b. All monies collected from dues, fund raising events, 
or UNISA allocations shall be designated for the 
following purposes: 
1. honorariums for guest lecturers 
2. food and beverages for receptions for visiting 
faculty and notaries 
3. food and beverages for social events s ponsored by 
the club 
4. operational costs of the club 
5. any purpose agreed upon by majority v o te during a 
regular or special meeting 
ARTICLE lll 
Officers: 
1. Officers: This club shall b e administered by an 
Executive Committee. The Executive Committ e e will select 
a club facilitator and a treasurer. 
2. Election: Election of the Exe c utive Commit t ee will b e 
held in the first weeks t he Fall Semest e r. 
3. Terms: The terms of the office shall be one ca l e n d ar 
year. 
4. Powers: The facilitator shall be t h e s p o kesperson f o r 
the Club and the Executive Committee and s hall chair the 
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meetings. The Treasurer shall record the minutes of the 
meetings, collect dues and special assessments, and chair 
meetings when the facilitator is unable. Arrangements 
and publicizing of all meetings will be made by the 
facilitator. All other duties will be divided by the 
Executive Committee as they see fit. 
ARTICLE 1Y 
Meetings: 
1. Time: The first meeting of the academic year may be 
called by a member of the Executive Committee or by the 
faculty sponsor. Special meetings can be called by any 
member in consultation and with the approval of the 
facilitator. 
2. Quorum: A quorum will be seven fee-paying members, not 
counting the officers. 
ARTICLE Y 
Amendments: 
1. Initiation: An amendment to the constitution may be 
initiated by a petition of at least 25% of the 
membership. 
2. Approval: A vote to approve the amendment may be taken 
upon presentation at the next regular meeting. Voting 
may be open, and a two-thirds majority in favor of the 
amendment shall constitute adoption. 
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Supplement 2 
Following are the six major leadership theory groups as 
described by Robert Terry in Leadership Education '87-A 
Source Book. Additional information concerning strengths and 
weaknesses are personal assessments except as noted. 
1. ETHICAL ASSESSMENT: 
In this view, leadership is not only dependent upon group 
vision, but the actions stemming from the leadership 
necessary to create group vision and the leadership 
itself must be based in ethical reflection. The biggest 
proponent of this theory was James MacGregor Burns who 
focuses the theory by positioning leadership as a subset 
of power. Due to different kinds of power, either 
negative or positive ramifications can be caused. To 
Burns, positive leadership arose from positive power 
which was classified as leading to the fulfillment of 
group goals while adhering to ethical rules. 
STRENGTHS: This theory focuses on achieving group vision . 
WEAKNESSES: Ethics are purely personal rules which can 
not be taught and no two people will have exactly the 
same ethical make-up. This makes basing leadership in 
ethics an impossible task for more than the individual. 
According to Dec i, Conne 11, and Ryan, "promoting self-
determina t ion requires that the significant others in a 
target person ' s context ( e.g. parents, managers, 
teachers) take the person ' s frame of reference " (581). 
2. ORGANIZATIONAL: 
Leadership is a function of position according to this 
theory. At every level of a hierarchy within a group, 
precisely defined duties are established and the person 
who fills this level only concentrates on these 
established duties. There is the possibility for 
advancement in this system only if the level above needs 
to be filled. 
STRENGTHS: This 
within a group. 
toward achieving 
the expectations 
system is a way to achieve stability 
Precisely defined du ties can be geared 
group unity. Each person is a ware of 
of his/her position. 
WEAKNESSES: There is only one level on the top of the 
hierarchy, and this person is expected to be the best 
leader for all situations. No person is capable o f being 
the best at everything, so certain actions of the top 
person must not be the best actions. Leary, et al, 
state, "Contrary to popular views of impression 
management, people do not generally behave as social 
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chameleons, indiscriminately changing their social 
identities purely as a function of the immediate social 
setting" (743). The hierarchy is so structured that 
movement upwards is possible only if the next position is 
available. Barge and Hirokawa state, "the major problem 
with the functional view is its inability to specify a 
limited set of functions that are uniquely related to 
leadership and that contribute directly to the effective 
group performance" ( 170 ) . 
3. POWER: 
In this theory, power is the essence of leadership , 
whether this leadership is positional or not. Goals are 
the only set expectation of a group and each person tries 
in his/her own way to achieve these goals. 
STRENGTHS: Each person can take part in the leadership 
process. Goals are firmly established. 
WEAKNESSES: Duties are not defined so there is no 
structure within in the group. Tetrick states, 
"controlling behavior t ends to reduce one's perception o f 
role clarity " (955 ) . Each person may be doing the same 
task while other necessary tasks go unattended d ue to 
this lack of structure . Such a system is overly 
competitive on a person basis and this may overtake the 
goals established for group vision. "Thus precise 
assessments of the effects of different leadership styles 
on group performance are made difficult ( if not 
impossible) because those styles being compared ar e 
usually characterized by both behavioral diff e rences an d 
similarities" (Barge and Hirokawa 169 ) . 
4. SITUATIONAL: 
For every situation facing one particular g roup , a 
different person within the group may more capable o f 
lending leadership to make the situat ion a succ e ss. This 
theory goes against the system whe r eby one person is the 
leader in all activities. Focusing on the uniqu e n e ss of 
each person, this the ory allows every per s on the 
opportunity to lead i f t he person has th e n e c e ssary 
knowledge to complete t he ac tivity a t hand be t t e r t han 
any other person. 
STRENGTHS: This theory utilizes all p e opl e i nvo lved 
while assessing each situati on t o sel ec t the best p ers on 
to lead the group. Eac h situation become s a le arning 
experience to acquire a bro ader bas e of kn owl e d g e 
possibly applicable to a futur e si tu at i on . "The da ta 
supported the hypothesi s t ha t l ead e rs o f s ma ll, a d ho c 
groups would manage the ir impress i on s to g r oup me mbers i n 
a manner consistent with t he req u ir e me nt s of their r o le 
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as leader only in regard to task-relevant self-
presentations" (Le ary et al 745). Leary et al also found 
"the overall pattern of results showed that subjects 
conveyed the impression that they were the right kind of 
person in the role of leader given the nature of the 
group situation" (747). 
WEAKNESSES: This theory also may cause competition 
within the group to occupy the leadership role. Also, 
this theory may take more time in the beginning as the 
situation is assessed as well as leadership potential 
assessment of each member relative to the task at hand. 
"The situational approach exposes the oversimplification 
of the trait and style approaches, and forces us to 
acknowledge the enormous complexity of the leadership 
process" ( Barge and Hirokawa 170). 
5. TRAIT: 
This theory asserts that leadership is determined by 
biology. Either a person is born a leader, or he/she is 
not. To discover who is and who is not biologically a 
leaders, individual traits are detected in each person 
and checked against a master list of traits of leaders . 
If enough traits match the master list, the person is a 
leader and is treated as such. 
STRENGTHS: This theory assess previous leaders and tries 
to find commonalties among them. 
WEAKNESSES: Commonalties among prior leaders not only is 
dependent upon personal decisions as to who actually 
occupies(ied) leadership positions but also is dependent 
upon trying to get inside the person's mind to find out 
their traits other than physical ones. Most recognize 
every person is unique, so finding commonalties is 
superficial at best. Barge and Hirokawa state, "the 
trait approach . fails to provide us with a 
suitable theoretical mechanism for linking leadership 
behaviors to group performance outcomes" (169) . Edwards , 
Rode, and Ayman add, "Although trait resear c h identified 
some characteristics of leaders, reviewers (e .g. Bass, 
1960; Stogdill, 1974) generally have agreed that only a 
few traits were slightly more descriptive of leaders than 
followers" (172) . 
6. VISION: 
Although power may have a place in any leadership 
process, this theory maintains the most vital element of 
leadership is vision. Group vision acts as a directional 
force to move the group towards common goals. 
STRENGTHS: The group is focused and personal conflicts 
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are down-played in favor of working together. Such a 
theory not only allows individuals to advance, but an 
entire group. Tetrick asserts, "leaders who provide 
information to their subordinates rather than exerting 
control will be more effective in increasing intrinsic 
motivation " (956). 
WEAKNESSES: Defining goals may be difficult since every 
person may have different intentions. There is no 
implicit hierarchy within the group to assure movement is 
possible. "As the size of the other subgroup becomes 
larger , the individual is less likely to become aware of 
members of that subgroup as distinct individuals" (Mullen 
et al 156 ) . 
ARTICLE L 
Hane and Purpose: 
Supplement 3 
ENGLISH CLUB CONSTITUTION 
PROPOSED AMENDED VERSION 
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1. Name: The name of this organization shall be the English 
Club. 
2. Purpose: The purpose of the English Club shall be to 
stimulate an interest in literature and ideas; to 
encourage creative writing; to advance the professional 
objectives of its members; and to provide social 
activities for the English student. 
ARTICLE LL 
Membership and Financial Support: 
1. Membership: All currently registered students and UNI 
faculty in the English Department or related areas are 
eligible to join. All fee paying members shall be 
referred to as the membership. 
2. Financial Support: Financial support shall come from 
dues, UNISA allocations, fund raising events, and 
donations. All monies collected from dues, UNISA 
allocations, fund raising events, or donations shall be 
designated for the following purposes: 
1. honorariums for guest lecturers 
2. food and beverages for receptions for visiting 
faculty and notaries 
3. food and beverages for soci al events sponsored by 
the club 
4. operational costs of the club 
5. any purpose agreed upon by majority vote during a 
regular or special meeting 
ARTICLE I.LL 
Officers: 
1. Officers: The officers of t he c lub shal l be : president 
and treasurer. An executive committee shall consis t of 
any non-officer members inte rest e d in assuming a 
leadership role within the c lub , although none will be 
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classified as officers. 
2. Duties: 
a. The duties of t he president shall be to: 
1. Preside over all meetings. 
2. Create a time line for the year's activities. 
3. Create a list of possible activities for the 
club. 
4. Arrange regular meetings with the treasurer and 
executive committee chair to discuss upcoming 
event s and meetings. 
5 . Contact and arrange for speakers. 
6 . Attend UNISA hearing to request money for the 
next year ' s club. 
7 . Meet regularly with club advisor(s) to discuss 
activities. 
8 . Act as the spokesperson for the club. 
9. Act as newsletter editor and possibly arrange a 
staff from the executive committee to assist. 
10. Keep faculty aware of club happenings through 
memos or attending faculty/department meetings. 
11. Attend all club activities and take an active 
role. 
12 . Effectively communicate with students, faculty, 
and community. 
b. The duties of the treasurer shall be to: 
1. Arrange all preliminary needs for meetings : room 
space , posters, refreshments, and handouts. 
2. Account for all club money in the three accounts. 
3. Handle the transfer of money for club needs. 
4. Head membership drives: dues coll e ction a nd 
recording. 
5. Give current report of financial status at 
meetings. 
6 . Transcribe all happenings at meetings and 
activities. 
7. Give past report of activities at meetings . 
8. Keep track of member participation at activities: 
names and amount of time wo rked ( if nec e ssary ) . 
9. Step in as president in president ' s absen ce . 
10 . Attend all meetings and t a ke a n act ive r o l e . 
11. Effectively communicat e wit h s tuden t s , f aculty, 
and community . 
3 . Election: Election of officers wil l be hel d at t he e nd 
of the Fall Semester. The elect ions shall consist o f 
self-nomination and the determining fa c t o r f o r e l ec ti on 
shall be through a blind, writt e n vo te count e d b y e ach 
officer and the faculty advi s or . 
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1. Tine: The first meeting of the academic year shall be 
called by the president or faculty sponsor. Special 
meetings can be called by any member in consultation and 
with the approval of the president. 
2. Quorun: A quorum will be seven fee-paying members, not 
counting the officers. 
ARTICLE Y 
Amendments: 
1. Initiation: An amendment to the constitution may be 
initiated by a petition of at least 25% of the 
membership. 
2. Approval: A vote to approve the amendment may be taken 
upon presentation at the next regular meeting. Voting 
may be open, and a two-thirds majority (of voters 




Following is a draft of components in the University of 
Northern Iowa Leadership Program. 
Leadership: Action through Vision and Communication 
ADVISORY BOARD, STUDIES IN LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT: 
A thirty person advisory board assumes the responsibility for 
contributing to the growth, development, implementation, and 
evaluation of the comprehensive program. The board includes 
state leaders, representing diverse fields such as business, 
finance, government, education, and non-profit organizations; 
faculty representing the liberal arts and sciences; 
professional staff representing student services and public 
relations; and students representing student organizations 
and interest groups. 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM: 
A 16 hour academic program leading to a program certificate 
is being developed. Some courses are already in place; 
others are being developed and evaluated. The certificate 
program included courses in personal skill development and 
leadership theory and practice as well as a practicum and 
exit seminar. 
CO-CURRICULAR RECORD: 
A service offered by the Maucker Union Program Activities 
Office, the co-curricular record provides participating 
students with a documented and verified account of their 
leadership activities. 
CONFERENCE ON LEADERSHIP: 
Beginning in 1990 an annual university-wide conference on 
leadership will take place spring semester. Designed by and 
focused on students, the conference offers organizers and 
participants the opportunity to study the dynamics of 
leadership and witness how positive actions stem from vision 
and communication. 
EVALUATION: 
Advisory board members as well as outside c onsultants monitor 
the effectiveness of program components by evaluating them in 
terms of student and staff satisfaction, outcomes, and 
overall contribution to the learning environment. 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: 
The Internship Program ( Leadership Practicum) extends theory 
into practice by providing students with work place 
experience in leadership activities. The internships 
emphasize the importance of a service ethic in leadership 
development and can be arranged either on or off campus on a 
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credit or non-credit basis. 
LEADERSHIP: CAREER DEVELOPMENT: 
A one-to-two hour credit course, Leadership: Career 
Development, uses case studies, interviews, and research 
to explore leadership issues that cut across most professions 
and also to examine ethical issues that characterize specific 
careers. The course also addresses ways in which students 
can incorporate their leadership skills into career plans and 
resumes. 
LEADERSHIP: CONCEPTS AND PRACTICE: 
A three-credit-hour intermediary course, "Leadership: 
Concept and Practice" probes the relationship between 
leadership and the liberal arts and sciences. It provides an 
historical and philosophical framework for the comprehensive 
leadership program by identifying leadership issues and 
ethical concerns from the viewpoint of a variety of 
disciplines and perspectives. 
LEADERS IN RESIDENCE: 
A program designed to give students immediate access to the 
state's leaders, Leaders in Residence brings leading members 
of the Iowa community to the campus for a day and a half 
meeting. The stay includes meeting with members of the 
Leadership Advisory Board, and informal reception with 
student leaders, dinner in the residence hall dining center, 
evening activities (and stay-over) in a residence hall, and 
morning sessions designed to meet the guest's interests. 
LUX MEDALLION: 
An award which recognizes outstanding leadership and service 
to the community, the Lux Medallion is awarded on a 
competitive basis. This well-established award is given at a 
special homecoming ceremony. 
KAPS (MONDAY AFTERNOON PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS): 
As part of the introductory program, MAPS offers workshops on 
topics relating to leadership four to six times at the 
beginning of each semester . Some of the workshops introduce 
students to strategies for becoming effective leaders, such 
as growing in self-understanding, building psychological 
strength and demystifying worry. Others deal with the nature 
of conflict and hidden bias that affect leadership of the 
group. 
MENTOR PROGRAM: 
Students meet at least twice a semester with university and 
community leaders to review leadership issues and analyze 
progress in leadership development. By facilitating a 
non-graded discussion, mentors are able to provide support 
and offer insights while students are free to raise questions 
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and discuss concerns. A short training session and reception 
for both mentors and students initiates the annual program. 
RETREAT: 
Students, faculty, and staff on the Leadership Steering 
Committee as well as new board members, meet for a day-long 
retreat once a year. Guest speakers and consultants are 
invited in to participate in the review, evaluation, and 
planning sessions. In 1989 the Director of the University of 
Minnesota's Student Leadership Program, Kathleen Rice, 
commended the UNI Leadership Program Committee for their 
deliberative approach, blend of experimental and reflective 
activities, and commitment to the study and practice of 
ethics and service. 
TOMORROW'S LEADERS: 
A three-credit-hour. introductory course, "Tomorrow's 
Leaders'' begins with a personal assessment of leadership 
styles and focuses on the development of skills and 
understanding of leadership practice in the hometown, 




All participation in English Club events will be verified and 
each member will be awarded points in accordance with the 
work accomplished. At the end of each year, if a member has 
accumulated 10 points or more, he/she will be awarded as 
follows: 
One year of service: Certificate 
Two years of service: Certificate, UNI key ring/pin 
Three years of service: Certificate, graduation cord 
Four years of service: Certificate, engraved p e n 
Points per involvement are as follows: 
1 point: 
Attend a meeting 
Attend workshops or activities 
2 points: 
Read at a read-in 
Submit an essay to The Student As Critic Conference 
Participate on a studen t panel at The Student As Critic 
Conference 
Submit work to Inner Weather 
Act as a greeter/worker at Student As Critic Conference 
Act as a greeter/worker a t Parents ' Day Activities 
3 points: 
Participate for one year on the executive committee 
Present papers or participate i n conferences within the 
department 
5 points: 
Serve for one year as leader of the exe cutive committ ee 
6 points: 
Hold a position as an officer 
Be an Inner Wea the1· editor 
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ENGLISH CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MANUAL 
Th e University of North e rn Iowa English Club has a long 
history on campus. In an effort to organize and strengthen 
the c lub , this manua l has been c reated to act as an example 
o f the duties and r ewards associated with participating in 
the c lub. The manu a l is broken down into four areas which 
when combined organize the English Club: foundation, 
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ENGLISH CLUB FOUNDATION 
The human aspect of the English Club ' s foundation is composed 
of the officers and faculty advisor(s). These people adhere 
to and administer the English Club constitution, the material 
aspect of the foundation. The constitution acts as a written 
outline for the club which defines duties and regulations. 
The officers and the advisor(s) use the constitution as a 
tool with which to run the club. 
The original constitution seemingly leaves many openings 
which lead to unanswered questions and speculation. Not only 
is the language usage in need of refurbishing, but the 
openings closed. Currently, a proposed, amended version of 
the constitution has been drawn-up and is being considered 
for adoption. This new constitution re-organizes the 
structure of the club officers and defines their roles within 
the club more clearly. Also, the language is current and 
other aspects of the constitution more tightly set. 
Along with the revision in the constitution, an application 
for officer candidates has been created. The application is 
another way of establishing criteria for officers, as well as 
acting as a written response for members to view before 
elections. Combined with a verbal "application," such as a 
speech, the written application is another way of recording 
the actions within the club. 
ENGLISH CLUB CONSTITUTION 
ARTICLE 1 
Name and Purpose: 
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1 . Name: The name of this organization shall be the English 
Club . 
2. Purpose: The purpose of the English Club shall be to 
stimulate an interest in literature and ideas; to 
encourage creative writing; to advance the professional 
objectives of its members; and to provide social 
activities for the English student. 
ARTICLE 11 
Membership and Financial Support: 
1. Membership: All currently reg~stered students and UNI 
faculty in the English Department or related areas are 
eligible to Join. All fee paying members shall be 
referred to as the membership. 
2 . a. Financial support will come from dues, UNISA 
allocations, and fund raising events. 
b. All monies collected from dues, · fund raising events, 
or UNISA allocations shall be designated for the 
following purposes: 
1. honorariums for guest lecturers 
2. food and beverages for receptions for visiting 
faculty and notaries 
3. food and beverages for social events sponsored by 
the club 
4. operational costs of the club 
5. any purpose agreed upon by majority vote during a 
regular or special meeting 
ARTICLE 111 
Officers: 
1. Officers: This club shall be administered by an 
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee will select 
a club facilitator and a treasurer. 
2. Election: Election of the Executive Committee will be 
held in the first weeks the Fall Semester. 
3. Terms: The terms of the office shall be one calendar 
year. 
4. Powers: The facilitator shall be the spokesperson for 
the Club and the Executive Committee and shall chair the 
meetings. The Treasurer shall record the minutes of the 
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meetings, collect dues and special assessments, and chair 
meetings when the facilitator is unable. Arrangements 
and publicizing of all meetings will be made by the 
facilitator. All other duties will be divided by the 
Executive Committee as they see fit. 
ARTICLE I.Y. 
Meetings: 
1. Time: The first meeting of the academic year may be 
called by a member of the Executive Committee or by the 
faculty sponsor. Special meetings can be called by any 
member in consultation and with the approval of the 
facilitator. 
2. Quorum: A quorum will be seven fee-paying members, not 
counting the officers. 
ARTICLE Y 
Am e ndments: 
1 . Initiation: An amendment to the constitution may be 
initiated by a petition of at least 25% of the 
membership. 
2. Approval: A vote to approve the amendment may be taken 
upon presentation at the next regular meeting. Voting 
may be open, and a two-thirds majority in favor of the 
amendment shall constitute adoption. 
ARTICLE L 
Name and Purpose: 
ENGLISH CLUB CONSTITUTION 
PROPOSED AMENDED VERSION 
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1. Name: The name of this organization shall be the English 
Club. 
2. Purpose: The purpose of the English Club shall be to 
stimulate an interest in literature and ideas; to 
e n courage creative writing; to advan c e the professional 
ob ject ives of its members; and to provide social 
act ivities for the English student. 
!JRTICLE IL 
Membership and Financial Support: 
1. Membership: All currently registered students and UNI 
faculty in the English Department or related areas are 
eligible to join. All fee paying members shall be 
referred to as the membership. 
2. Financial Support: Financial support shall come from 
dues, UNISA allocations, fund raising even t s , and 
donations. All monies collected from dues, UNISA 
allocations, fund raising events , or donations shall be 
designated for the following purposes: 
1. honorariums for guest lecturers 
2. food and beverages for receptions for visiting 
faculty and notaries 
3. food and beverages for social events sponsored by 
the club 
4. operational costs of the club 
5. any purpose agreed upon by majority vote during a 
regular or special meeting 
ARTICLE llL 
Officers: 
1 . Officers: The officers of the c lub shall be: president 
and treasurer. An executive committee shall consist of 
any non-officer members interested in assuming a 
leadership role within the club , although none will be 
classified as officers. 
2. Duties: 
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a. Th e duties of the president shall be to: 
1. Preside over all meetings. 
2 . Create a time line for the year ' s activities. 
3 . Create a list of possible activities for the 
c lub. 
4. Arrange regular meetings with the treasurer and 
executive committee chair to discuss upcoming 
events and meetings. 
5. Contact and arrange for speakers. 
6. Attend UNISA hearing to request money for the 
next year's club. 
7 . Meet regularly with club advisor(s) to discuss 
activities. 
8. Act as the spokesperson for the club. 
9. Act as newsletter editor and possibly arrange a 
staff from the executive committee to assist. 
10. Keep faculty aware of ~ lub happenings through 
memos or attending faculty/department meetings. 
11. Attend all club activities and take an active 
role. 
12. Effectively communicate with students, faculty, 
and community. 
b. The duties of the treasurer shall be to: 
1. Arrange all preliminary needs for meetings: room 
space, posters, refreshments, and handouts. 
2. Account for all club money in the three accounts. 
3. Handle the transfer of money for club needs. 
4. Head membership drives: dues collection and 
recording. 
5. Give current report of financial status at 
meetings. 
6. Transcribe all happenings at meetings and 
activities. 
7. Give past report of activities at meetings. 
8. Keep track of member participation at activities: 
names and amount of time worked (if necessary). 
9. Step in as president in president ' s absence. 
10. Attend all meetings and take an active role. 
11. Effectively communicate with students, faculty, 
and community. 
3 . Election: Election of officers will be held at the end 
of the Fall Semester. The elections shall consist of 
self-nomination and the determining factor for election 
shall be through a blind, written vote counted by each 
officer and the faculty advisor. 





1 . Time: Th e first meeting of the academic year shall b e 
called by the president. Spe c ial meetings can be called 
by a n y member in c onsultation and with the approval of 
the president. 
2. Quorum: A q u o rum will b e s e ven fee-paying members, not 
countin g the officers. 
ARTICLE Y 
Anendnents: 
1. Initiation: An amendment to the constitution may be 
i n it iated by a petition of at l east 25% of the 
membership. 
2 . Approval: A vote to approve the amendment may be taken 
u p on presentation at the next regular meeting. Voting 
may be open, and a two-thirds majority in favor of the 





What position are you applying for ?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Lis t c urr ent and previous positions held which relate to the 
position you are applying for: 
What skill s can you cont r ibut e to the position applied for ? 
What skill s do you hope to gain from this position if you are 
elec ted ?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
What one thing do you like about the English Club? Why?~~~ 
What do you hope to change in the club? Why?~~~~~~~~~-
Will you student teach during the next year?~~~~~~~~~­
Please put your current schedule including times for school, 
work, and other activities on the back of this sheet. 
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PLANNING THE YEAR 
On ce the officers ar e elected and become acquainted with the 
constituti on, the nex t st ep is to p lan the upcoming year . 
Since the elect ion s are held in December, the officers from 
the p r ev i ous term, if courteous to the incoming offic e rs, 
will have already made arrangements for activities oc curring 
from December t o Hay , even though they are no longer 
officers . Without this help, the new officers would have 
very little time to arrange activities . So, too, the new 
officers should arrange activities extending past their term 
to help the future officers. This does not mean every detail 
is worked through, only that the sketch is laid for 
activities . The n e w officers , though , may choose t o do all 
their own work, but s uch help by previous officers is always 
appreciated. 
Th e first step is to c reat e a time lin e of proposed 
activities through consultation with faculty and members. 
The first e vents to be scheduled should be meetings. 
Meeting s should be planned every two to three weeks and 
carefully sc heduled (consult the schedule of classes to see 
whe n the least number of English classes are scheduled). The 
meetings act as a time when new information as well as 
feedback can be expressed. But mainly , the meetings should 
allow work on upcoming events to be planned or completed. 
Planning events is difficult because every person will have a 
different idea of what the club should do. Since the club is 
relatively small, the door is open for numerous activities, 
some ranging from one or two members to the entire group. 
Knowledge of past events and the success rate of such 
endeavors is highly recommended. Read-ins generally are 
encouraged because they bring together students and faculty. 
Other such ideas have great potential, such as workshops. 
When the activity is complete, an officer(s) should write 
down responses to the activity as well as the content. This 
information can be kept from year to year and possibly used 
to evaluate the validity of proposed events. 
For many activities, space will be a problem. There are many 
places on and off campus available to rent (many are free of 
charge), but often the competition for these spaces is heavy. 
By planning in advance, accommodations are easier to arrange, 
as well as catering if necessary. There are many contacts 
useful to know when planning events, many of whom you will 
meet on your own. 
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ONGOING 
Meet Your Faculty 
FALL SEMESTER 1989 SPRING SEMESTER 1990 
8 /29-30 
Sept. s 
Sept. I 9 
Oct. 3 
Oct . 1 7 
Mov. 7 
No "' . \4 
Dec. 
Dec. s 
English Club sign up 
First floor Auditorium 
Steer1ng Com•ittae Meeting 
b:00 p.m. Amb•ssador/Union 
•RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP 
7:00-q:JO p.m . Amb•ssador/Union 
Steering Committee Meeting 
b :00 p .m. Ambassador / Union 
•READ IN 
time~ place tba 
Steering Committee Meeting 
6:00 c .~. Ambas,ador/Un1Qn 
• GRA DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION 
WORKSHOP 
7 :00-q:JO p . m Amb~ssador / Un1on. 
Oeadl1ne for submission to 
I~~~~~ ~~~ 
Oe adl,n• for application for 
S 1 g'!!_a .. r a;,_ .C1!t.Ll ,t 
Steering Comm1ttee Meeting 
b: 00 p .m . Ambas,~dor/Union 
Jan.-Fat>.Eng)jJh Club ELECTIONS . 
F b a Steering Co .. ittee ~eet1ng . 
• • 0100 P••• Affit>•••ador/Un1on 
De•dlin• for •ub•i••ion to 
~nt ii Crlti, Feb. 
•SIGMA TAU DELTA INITIATION L RECEPTION 
Feb.20 time L pl•c• tb• 
Mar. a 
Mar.20 
Apr . 3 
.:lpr • 
May I 
Steering Co•• i ttee ~eeting . 
b:00 p.m. Ambas5ador / Un1on 
INNER WEATHER READING L RECEPTION 
ti~• •nd pl•c• tb• 
Steering Committee Meeting . 
a:00 P·•· A~bass•dor/Un1on 
•STUDENT AS CRITIC . 
Steering Committee Meeting . 
b:00 p.m. ~mb•ss•dor/Union 
!>Ilala:~Jr,.; Cf)MM1lll;;); _t:!!1v t1ng"I EClub .. ark •••1ilon1o ar" h"ld th .. 
f1 r• t lu~~d~y of w~ch month •t b&OO P••• Off1cer6 •nd comm1tt&v 
cn•1rp1itrt.on1a compr11ait thti 1itt&itrinQ co••it\ee •nd •r• e•pttct1ro to 
•ttendi •11 otnar 1nembwr5 •r• encouraQed \o •ttend. 
•t:(~_P.!,J r,~ Wti ~-T 1 r,,,_g -~Qfif SHQf: an int r oduc \ 1 on \o rtt•u•e wr a t 1 nQ , 
1nclua1n9 1) •n overview of m•teri•l• to be included in the 
re~ume, a> 1dwnt1f1c•t1on of •••jor •kill• •nd co~petenc1•• 
••soc1•t&d with the EnQli•h ••jar, •nd 3) pr•ctice in writing• 
functional 1okill" re1oum ... H"ld before UNI Job Fair. [Follow-up 
option: interv1ew1n9 5tr•tagie•.l 
•R~FP lN: • ~ open 1nv1t~t,on to cre•tive writar5 •nd ••1it•yl1itt ~ 
•cro•t- c .inpu• to rv•d from th1ur worka in • publ 1c forum. 
Se I ec t I on• may be 1oubm 1 t t"d to l~!i .. ~Tfilfi and w 1.l I b" g 1 ven 
f1r5t con•iaer•tion •mono entri•• for public•tion. 
•(IBal)l,l~T~ !jCHQQL. &.eh.l.\;M lQ.!'f .HQftl<.5.til)e1 a "ho" to 00 work1ohop ge.red 
to •n•w"r practical que1otion1o about applying to graduate •chool • . 
"•ter1•l5 include how to loc•t• guide• to Qr•du•tv •choola , how 
to re•d entr•nce requirelQent• •nd ev•lu•t• proor•mta. •nd t ,ow to 
prep.re for the Gr•du•t• Entr•nce E•••• (GRE•). 
•!;illii:l/L T.F!J l)~J, lfl. .lll.LT1.81JQ~ and Rl;:C~PTI.Q!'I• S1go,a lau 0 .. 1 L;. '" •" 
1ntern•t1on•d Engl15h honor 5ociety which recoQnlitt5 •tuc:Jlilnt• for 
their •c•dem1c •chievement. The tniti•tion honor• tho5e •t UNl 
who qu•l 1fy for member•h•P • th•t 1a, EnQliah 5tudant• wno h•va • 
''8'' •v•r•Qv in Engli•h cour•••• r•nk in the top 35~ of tna1r 
cl•••• •nd h•v• completed tnr~• or aore coll•o• •••••t•r• . lt1e 
event Ui op4itn to •11 Siom• T•u •lu•ni •nd EnQlt•n Club cnemoe,· a . 
l!'4Ni;_f~ H!;~lt-!f.~ _READlll!G . ~'!~.Rl;!;f:f'l10N1 the lnn.ir...HY;i\h.,r. reao1ny 
•nd reception 1n the SprinQ honor• •tudent• and 1otaff who 
contributed to th16 UNI &tudent lit•r•rv public•tion. Not ~ lh•t 
f1ct1on, nor1f1ct1on, •nd poetry to be con•idered for publ1c•t1u n 
•u•t be •ubAH t ted to tne ad i tor of l.nD.WC Het \h@C _no l • ter th•11 
December I, 1989. 
SIUQ~T 8~. ~IJ1~ -~~£~N~~' de•IQned to help coll"g• •nd h1Qh 
•chool wr1ter5 improve their •killa ln critic•l •n•lv••• •no 
••••v wr I tino, tn,. conference f••tur•• • d•y-lonQ ••r••• of 
work•hop•, di&cu&&1on~, •nd pre•ent•tion• ·•lonQ wath •n •w•ro~ 
b•nquet and keynote 1opeaker. Me•b•r• of the UNI Engli•h 
Departaent and Wr1tinQ Aero•• the Currlculu• co••itt•• 
participate 1n •mall group ••••ion• "ith •tudent5. Cert1f1cate• 
•no •w•rd• •r• given bv d1v1&ion•, which include undergr•du•t~ta. 
gr•du•te•, h&Qh school •tudent~, •nd hiQh achool t••cher• . 
fnQl11ith Club member• ~onitor •nd hoat ••nv of the event• of th~ 
d•Y· Note tn•t the dv•dline for •ub•i•aion of ••a•y• for rev•~~ 
•nd •w•rds i• ,n Febru•ry. 
Ideas for Future English Club Activities 
WORKSHOPS--
1 . Resum e writing 
2 . Gr aduate s c hool application 
3 . How to get published 
4. Finding internships/COOP jobs during college 
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5. Preparing for the GRE, general and literature tests 
6. Intervi e wing strategies 
a. for jobs 
b . to interview others for stories 
7. Editing skills 
8 . Poetry, fiction, or non-fiction writing (small group with 
a f acu 1 ty ) 
LECTURES/SPEAKER TOPICS--
1 . Liable 
2 . Copyright 
3. Leadership 
4. Go od minors , courses to take with English major 
5. English as a career 
a. Journalist 
b. Book Critic 
c . Editor 




1. Student/faculty, own works 
2 . Student/faculty, certain author's work (ex. Frost) 
3. Student/faculty, theme 
TRIPS--
1. To a theatre (UNI, Iowa City, Chicago, Minneapolis) 
2. To a publisher (W. C. Brown, Dubuque) 
3. To a workshop 
STUDENT AS CRITIC--
1. Preparation for writing 
2. Giving campus tours 
3 . Speaking on behalf of UNI English Department 
Res um e Writing Workshop 
Spo n so red by t he En gl ish Club 
Given by Dr. Donn a Vinton, Director of Career Planning 
Sep tember 19, 1989 
15 members in attendance 
Held iD Ambas sador Ro om/U n ion 
7 :0 0 to 9 : 30 p. m. 
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To begin, Dr. Vinton gave five major rules to follow while in 
college, as r ep orted in a study done by Harvard graduates, to 
aid in prepari ng f or the perfect career: 
1. Majo r in a subje c t which interests you 
2. Add r e l a t ed course work to your studies 
3 . Join extra-curricular a c tivities 
4. Spend summers working in related areas and/or participate 
in internships and co-ops 
5 . Work for awhile before considering graduate school 
But before you can get a job, some necessary "paperwork " must 
be completed. Most importantly, a resume must be created. 
You may ask, "What is a resume?" Dr. Vinton said a resume is 
like a sonnet. The resume must follow specific rules, be 
understandable , follow specific space guidelines , and define 
a s pecif ic image to the reader. A resume also is like a 
commercial because the information is confined to a short 
sp a ce and time (employers spend an average of 15 seconds 
reading each resume they get!), must grab the reader and keep 
his / her attention, and is used to sell an item (or person). 
Now that I know what a resume is, how do I start? 
In starting a resume, three main points mus t be followed: 
1. Write to an audience 
2 . Use language capable of creating reality (ac tion verbs ) 
3 . Remember that language has multiple interpretations 
Also, several concepts must be kept in mind: 
1. When writing your resume, write from the employer ' s point 
of view. You will be hired to fill a void as determined 
by the employer, so your resume must fit the vacancy in 
the employer's eyes. 





3 . In using language, two rules pertaining t o how to arrange 
information are used: write most recent to least recent 
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an d/or most important to least important. 
4. Pr oofr e ad! Proofread! Proofread ! 
5 . Have ot he r s read your resume. The r e sume takes on the 
aura o f a masterpiece to many, but objective readers ( not 
the writer! ) may help find r oug h spots . 
6. Th e only link between employer and job- s eeker is the 
resume. If the resume does n o t pass the test and make it 
int o the " I think I ' l l int e rview these people ," then YOU 
have n o chance for the job. Your resume does the talking 
for you! 
7. NEVER li e or extend information on the resume--this 
should be a given . 
8. Th e r e is always a better resume wa i ting to be written. 
All resumes can use revision and updating. 
9. Resume writing is a time consuming , tough process. Give 
yours e lf time to write and consult o the rs before going to 
the final printing. 
10. Aft e r all the work of writing, _do n o t down-play your work 
by having your resume printed on poor quality paper o r by 
ha ving poor resolution. 
Let's write! 
Now, to get to the actual writing of the resume. There are 
three major forms of resumes: chronological, functional, and 
combo . 
But how do I arrange DY data? 
CHRONOLOGICAL RESUME 
The chronological resume emphasizes experience, paid and 
volunteer. This type of resume is designed for people who 
have worked in areas relating to the career objective . For 
example, an English major who has worked for a newspaper, the 
yearbook, and edited several newsletters and pamphlets would 
probably use a chronological resume, as oppos e d to a person 
who has been employed as a mechanic and a Burg er Ki ng cook. 








A second resume style is the functional design which is 
written around a skill area, de-emphasizing lacking work 
history. With this resume, skill areas are selected which 
reflect coursework, honors, or specialties gained. A list of 
such areas is included. A few of the favorites are 
l eadership, office skills, and publi c relations. 
resume, the form follows s omethin g like this: 
Objecti v e 








Th e third form, "combo ", is exactly as implied: a 
combination of the chronological and functional resumes. 
Generally, this form varies from person to person . 
Now that I know the options, what do I do? 
After d ec iding which form best suits your needs, follow five 
main steps to producing a quality resume which talks 
eloq u ently in your absence. 
1. Analyze y our experiences and pull out ones to be 
s how cased . 
2. Gather complete data (dates, addresses, references, etc.), 
3. Experiment i n writing different forms to see which one 
best displays the qualities you desire the employer to 
see. 
4. Draft a final copy. PROOFREAD! 
5 . Print. 
After finishing her dialogue, Dr . Vinton allowed students to 
ask questions. Following are the questions and the 
responses. 
1. What about paper color for printing the resume? 
Use traditional conservative colors like white, eggshell , or 
grey. Many employers do not like flashy resumes done in red, 
green or neon yellow. Although many people use colored paper 
to make their resume stand out from the rest , many times the 
color takes full attention and disqualifies the applicant 
before any of the information is read. Do not eliminate 
yourself with you paper color. 
2. What about different font styles and/or pictures on the 
resume? 
Once again, use the conservative form. A few different 
styles and sizes of lettering may emphasize your resume and 
improve it, but too many different ones clutters a resume. 
Use fonts sparingly. 
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As to pictures, designs set upon the background of the resume 
are a new style, and as of yet are not totally accepted, just 
as colored paper and many font sizes are not totally 
accepted. 
A second kind of picture is your personal picture. Dr. 
Vinton said she does not believe personal statistic data 
should be included in most resume. · Such data includes your 
height, weight, picture, etc. Generally, employers want to 
know what you have done with your life, not how you look. 
3. Do I include high school data? 
High school data can be included if it is relevant to your 
style of resume and to your job objectives. Generally, high 
school data only is used right out of college to get your 
first job, and then such data becomes obsolete. For the 
first resume, if one were concentrating on communication 
skills and had been an exchange student to a foreign country 
and president of the French Club in high school, such 
information is okay to include. Just as when you decide what 
college information to use, sort through high school data to 
find only the most relevant. 
4. Do I include grade point? 
Reporting grade point is totally up to the individual. 
Generally, a GPA over 3.00 is considered good and is 
included. Many people separate GPA and include both a 
cumulative and a major(s) section to report progress. 
5. Do I include the courses I have taken? 
If certain courses are particularly relevant to the position 
sought, then, yes, do include mention of them. Generally, at 
the bottom of the resume a line is added saying "References 
available upon request" and many times also includes a tag 
saying transcripts also available upon request. Once again, 
if GPA is over 3.00, a copy of the transcript can be included 
with the resume to show work accomplished. 
6. Is just one resume good enough for all positions? 
No! A resume is like a garment and must be fitted to the 
position being sought. Every job has specific requirements 
for employment. Although the resume is not expected to be 
re-written for each job applied for, categories of jobs may 
require different resumes. For example feature writing for 
newspapers and pamphlet writing are both journalism related, 
but would require slightly different skills. The major rule 
is "don't be lazy!" Resume writing is hard and takes time. 
Don't go about is haphazzardly or hurriedly. The outcome of 
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your resum e may det e rmine whether or n ot you get that job. 
7. Can I have someone else write my resume? 
Yes and no , gener a lly no. Many companies offer a service 
wh ere they write your resum e for you after you fill out a 
form giving your data. Th e n they add a few stock phrases, 
and "Whal a ! " Yo u get a "c anned " resume just like everyone 
else. We must rem e mber that one of the three major rules of 
resume wri t ing is to " use language capable of creating 
re a lity. " A resume sells a product, you, and no one knows 
y ou better than you. You can best judge what to put in the 
resume, wha t ha s meaning for you. You will know how to group 
your work and emphasize the best traits. You will spend time 
re-working your resume because you know how important a good 
resum e is . Someone you hire will try to get your resume done 
in t he least amount of time with the least effort, and charge 
you an a rm and a leg for it. 
Sometimes othe rs can help you with the writing, but the bulk 
should be don e by you. 
For any questions, contact the Placement Center. 
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GETTING AND KEEPING MEMBERS 
Withou t me mb ers, wh e re would the club be ? Membership drive 
str ateg ie s and ad v e r t ising techniques are easy enough to 
des c ribe , b u t accomplishing the tasks always seems to bring 
p roblems. The most effort mus t be concentrated in the 
membe rshi p sector. Memb e r s are attracted due to activities 
planned or be c ause they know others in the club. Many join 
because the y j ust want to b e a part of a group. No matter 
why people join, getting them to actually join is the task . 
On ce members are attracted, they must be kept well informed 
of the activ ities planned and also on the outcome of 
a ctivit i es if they were unable t o attend. Not only is the 
bulletin board on the first floor, North side, of the 
Auditorium a good place for such information, but also a 
newsl et ter acts as a great information source . At only two 
cents pe r pag e (if printed at UNI Print Services ), the 
newsletter not only allows students to use their written 
skills , but keeps them better aware of the club. Also, not 
only should members be kept aware of club activities, but 
also fa c u lty and the campus at large. Faculty support is 
always desired and there are potentially others out there who 
may wan t to be members. 
Service t o the club should never go unnoticed. A recognition 
syst em all ows for students to be formally thanked for their 
ef forts an d may prompt others to do more work to obtain the 
awards giv en. Besides the re c ognition system , once members 
graduate , they should not be totally detached from the club. 
Not only are alumni a great financial source for the club, 
but they act as vital contacts to the "real outside world." 
Man y have jobs or experiences of interest to members. By 
beginning a networking system for alumni, this potential can 
be tapped. The networking system is still in the beginning 
stages, bu t appears to be a useful way of keeping in contact 
wit h past UNI members. 
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Membership Drive Strategies 
Th e fi rst part of the year is vital to the English Club: 
member s hi p drives. The structure of the English Club is 
bas ed on me mb e rship. Obviously, without members ther e would 
be n o c lub. The membership drive must be strong at the 
beginning to attract new member s and re-establish former 
member s . If the club is weak at the beginning, people tend 
to think this weakness will remain. There are several ways 
to get me mbership drives going strong. Following are a few 
ideas on how t o start a successful year. 
1. Over the summer, use last year ' s membership list and 
update it. Eliminate graduates and then design a reminder to 
be mailed to students when the year begins. Have them all 
addressed with last year's addresses and mail them the first 
day of the school year. Even though the addresses will be 
old, several people will live at the same address or if they 
ar e on campus, the dorm system will correct the address and 
get the memo to the right person. Hopefully, the post office 
will d o it s best to find the right person. 
2 . During summer orientation, have a table set up for 
freshmen and transfers to register for the club. Many 
organ izations do this because new students are eager to be 
involved but once school starts they become too engrossed in 
school to think about joining. By signing up during the 
summer , students have a chance to organize their time to fit 
club activities in. Also, many times parents att ending 
orientation will encourage sons/daughters to be involved. 
3. The first two days of school, have a table set up in the 
Auditorium for registration. Generally everyone will have 
c lass these first days and are likely to register. Remember 
that the first few days of classes the class time is shorter 
so have someone watching the table at all times . 
4. Freshman orientation is usually the first week of school 
and is held in the auditorium. Have a table set up outside 
to attract new members. 
5 . Also, a list of all English majors and minors can be 
obtained from the Registrar ' s Office. Flyers can be sent out 
to all to invite them to join the English Club. 
6. A new idea to try is having a faculty/student get 
together during the first or second week of school. A 
wine/cheese or punch/cookie reception can help to bring 
faculty and students together and strengthen the image of the 
English Club as a bridge between the academic setting and 
careers. 
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Advertising Techniques 
Posters, flyers: Generally thes e are limi ted to t he si z e of 
r egul a r t ypin g paper o r smaller. They can be posted 
anywhere the c ampus permits signs ( bulletin boards in 
cl as s rooms and hallways , but n o t on doors, chalk boards , 
o r windo ws) . The most useful ·places ar e in th e 
Audit o rium , Education Center, Sabin Hall , and the Union. 
The l east expensive place to have them duplicated is at 
Pr i nt Se rvices where colored paper is free and turn -
around time is usually about two days , although some are 
mad e while you wait. 
Memos: The s e are little reminders put in the professors· 
boxes in the English Department Mail Room in Baker 108. 
Many times two or three memos can fit on one page and be 
cut ap art to keep photocopying expenses down. Always 
begin the memo "Dear Faculty " and end with "S incerely". 
Always list a name and a phone number of a contact for 
more inf o rmation. Be brief and to the point. Many 
times the exact wording will be read t o the class or the 
memo will be passed around in class . 
Personal Contact: Talking to students or professor s firs t 
hand is the best means of selling an idea . You have 
the i r attention and can answer any questions they have 
without them having to take the time to contact you, 
which most would not do even if they did have a 
question . Be open and available to a ll and le t people 
know you are interested in hearing what they hav e to 
say. Also, before a class, ask your professor if you 
could say a few words about upcoming activitie s --
BRIEFLY! Also , put events on the department meeting 
agenda where many professors will hear of event s. 
Northern Iowan: The UNI campus newspaper is read by just 
about everybody. Ways to utilize this source include 
using the classified ads, taking out ad spac e, ALWAYS 
use the "What's Up Column ", and possibly even sug g e sting 
to the staff a news/feature article on the 
progress/completion of a project. Be advised they run 
on strict deadlines. 
Dorms: The best way to reach new students is through the 
dorms since most live on campus for a year or two. 
Flyers can be posted or put in campus mail boxes only if 
they contain the Department of Residence ( DOR) stamp 
which shows that the poster/ flyer has b e en approved. 
This approval is needed from DOR which is located in 
Redeker Center and must be put on the master before 
duplication. Campus mail is free as opposed t o mailing 
off campus and a great way to reac h all majors . 
Nine Lives: This dorm publication can be a showcase for 
upcoming or past events. 
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A BRIDGE Ti FESSIONS 
1989 1990 
You are cordially invited to join the UNI Bn•liah Club. 
We are a small, but •rowina, club which meet in th• 
appre~iation of human creativity. Th• club ia responsible 
for publishing the only utudent run creative writina journal 
on campus, Inner Wdather, as well aa takin8 an active role in 
the Iowa Student As Critic Conference held on campus each 
year to unite high sohool and oolleae student• in an ~ssay 
competition and workshop series. Also, the Bnllish Club 
yearly identifies outstandinl students who are initiatert into 
Sigma Tau Delta, th~ n~tional Bnaliah honor sooiety. 
We invite all students to join the Bnalish Club, no 
matter what olassifioation or major; Our yearlv dues are 
oraly $5. Contact Debbi or Suzanne to find ~ut more 
intornation or pay dues. 
••October 10 --
S igllla 7'au Del ta meeting, 6: 15 
p. •1. . Uni on Station. 
**October 17 --
Rttad-in in Georgian Lounae, 
Comnons, at 7 p.lD. All students 
and raculty weloome co read or 
just listen. Rerresh11Jents will 
• bet served. 
**Noveaber 7 --
Hettti116 at ti p.11. in A111bassador 
Roo11J, Union. 
**Noveaber 14 --
Graduate school application 
workshop from 7 to 9:30 p.llJ. in 
the A»bassador Roo111, Union. 
**December 1 --
Deadline ~or Inner Weather 
sub11issions .. 3 p.JD. in Baker 
115. 
in A111baa•ador 
Bring your best work (poetry, 
fiction, o~ non-fiction) or your 
favorite author's work to the 
read-in, Tuesday, Oct. 17, in the 
Georgian Lounge, Commons. The 
read-in will begin at 7 p.m. and 
refreshments will be served as 
faculty and students enjoy the 
fireside reading. Please bring a 
friend, spouse, or date along. If 
you would like to read, please 
contact Suzanne Guinn by Oct. 1~. 
Even if you care not to read, 
please join us for a pleasant 
evening. This is a great way to 
meet fellow students and faculty 
and to hear the latest in 
literature. Also, those reading 
will have first consideration for 
publication in this year·s Inner 
#leather. 
********************************** 
Thd English Club is considering 
su11·ting a 1·ecognition systeJtJ 
whtn·a points are awai·ded t ·or 
participation in club activities. 
Once~ person accumulates the 
nadded a.a1ount ot' points . he/she is 
awarded . We need input on whether 
you think this system would 
increase participation and, if so, 
what creason8ble) awards should we 
offar? Certificates? Cords for 
gradu~tion? Pins? 
********************************** 
Sena tor Needed 
The English Department still needs 
an undergraduate to take part in 
the department senate meetings on 
the second and fourth Wednesdays 
o f tlae a10nth at 3:00 p.m. This is 
a great opportunity to meet the 
faculty and see/experience 
meetings concerning the English, 
TESOL, Journalism, arid Education 
departmt::nts. Also, possibly the 
t::Xper i1:mct: as a stud era t senator 
could be incorporated into a 
modified internship for career 
d~velopment -- this is a true 
·· bridge to the professions" 
experience . Contact Or. Grace Ann 
Hovet for more information. 
Congratulations~ 
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Input, please 
tit: he English Club would 
appreciate any input on activiti&s 
members wish to participat~ in, 
such as theatre trips, workshop ~ . 
or speaking engagements . Thi s 
year is a re-building year for th~ 
English Club, so any and all 
information given is la~ lpf u l . We 
want to create a club which 
fulfills the needs ot' its member~ . 
Talk to Debbi or Suzanne or l~uv ~ 
a note in the English Club mailt, o x 
in Baker 108 . Thanks! 
G~a.bua.te .&euool lf nfo 
Dr. Theodore Hovet will lead a 
workshop on applying t ·o1· g1·,•duare 
school. The workshop will b8 in 
the Ambassador Hoom, Uni on . t.m 
Tuasday, Nov. 14, fro11J 'I to tl: 3Li 
p.11. This uorkshop will prepa1·~ 
students, especially sophom,u·es 
and juniors, for the applioutiun 
process to graduate school ~swell 
as providing so11e insight into 
what graduate schools expect or· 
students enrolled. The 
application prooess is long· anJ 
tedious, so this speoi~l workshop 
will be exoeptionally helpful as 
an organizational tool. Plan to 
attend and bring any questions. 
********************************** 
For 11ore information, contact 
Suzanne Guinn at 266-3251 or Debbi 
Hoepner at 273-6740. 
***************************~*****• 
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Submissions are now beina accepted for the 1989-1990 
issuo of Inndr We~thsr in the areas of poetry, fiction, and 
non-fiction. All entries auat follow the submission 
guidelines list~d below and be turned in by December lat 3 
p.ti. in Bakar 115. 
lnn~r Weather is a student run creative writing journal 
published yeEt.rly. The journal acts as an outlet for stud&nt 
crebtivity and also allows students to experience the " behind 
thcs scenes" areas of publication, deaign, and sales. 
All undergraduate and graduate students are encouraged 
to submit work. There will be a first, second, and third 
place winner selected in each of the three categories. These 
students will be honored at the InnBr #Bather reception and 
read-in which will be held March 20. 
Inner Weather Submission Policies, 1969-1990 
1. All sub~issions must: 
-- be typed, double-spaced 
-- have title and page numbers on each page 





total number of pages 
catagory to be entered 
3. Submissions will be read blindly, so the author's na11e 
can appear ONLY on the title paae. 
4. One author may submit up to three works TOTAL. 
5. Revisions will not be accepted once a work is submitted. 
6. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be included for 
EACH work to be returned. Returned works may have 
editing marks. 
7. Keep a copy of all work submitted. 
8. Each work must be submitted individually. 
9. Works can not be more than seven typed pages. 
10. The publication is open to all part and full time 
undergraduate and graduate students, including 
December graduates. 
11. All submissions must be in the Innsr NeathBr box in 
Baker 115 by 3:00 p.m. December 1, 1988. 
We proudly announce the editors 
for the 1989-1990 issue of Inner 
lltJa ther: 
SARAH LUTKBNHAUS, Piotion Editor 
'l'. A. 8All08BRG, Poetry Bditor 
JASON STRBED, Non-fiction Editor 

University of No rthern Iowa 
En g lish Club 
1989-1990 
( Name ) 
President ' s Signature 




President·s S ignature 




President 's Signature 



































President ' s Signature 
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Recognition Systen 
All p a rti c ipation in Engl ish Club events will be verified and 
each member wi ll be awarded points in accordance with the 
wo rk accomplished. At th e end of each year, if a member has 
accumulated 10 point s or mo r e, he/she will be awarded as 
follows: 
One year of service: Cer tificate 
Two years of servi ce : Certificate, UNI key ring/pin 
Three year s of service: Certificate , graduation cord 
Four years of servi ce : Certificate, engraved pen 
Points per involvement are as follows: 
1 point: 
Attend a meeting 
Attend workshops or activities 
2 points: 
Read at a read-in 
Submit an essay to The Student As Critic Conference 
Participate on a student panel at The Student As Critic 
Conference 
Submit work to Inner Weather 
Act as a greeter/worker at Student As Critic Conference 
Act as a greeter/worker at Parents' Day Activities 
3 points: 
Participate for one year on the executive committee 
Present papers or participate in conferences within the 
department 
5 points: 
Serve for one year as leade r of the executive committee 
6 points: 
Hold a position as an officer 
Be an Inner Weather editor 
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UNI English Alumni Networking System 
Name ( maiden, married )~--------------------~ 
Addr e ss 
City ____ ___ _____ ___ State _____ _ Zip ______ _ 
Phone Graduation Dat e ____________ _ 
Major(s ) Minor (s)~- --------------
Cur r ent Career : 
Job title ____________________________ _ 
Co mpany ______________________________ _ 
Job description~--------------------------
What do you think was the most valuable aspect of college? 
Would you be willing to be contacted by a UNI student ? ___ _ 
When is the b e st time to reach you? ______________ _ 
UNI English Alullili Networking System 
Name (maiden, married)~--------------------~ Address ______________________________ _ 
City _____________ ~ State _____ _ Zip ______ _ 
Phone Graduation Date~------------
Major ( s) Minor(s)~---------------
Current Career: 
Job title _____________________________ _ 
Company ______________________________ _ 
Job description _________________________ ~ 
What do you think was the most valuable aspect of college? 
Would you be willing to be contacted by a UNI student ? ___ _ 
When is the best time to reach you? ______________ _ 
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SECURING FUNDS 
Although many hate to admit it, funds play a major role in 
the planning and success of events. The English Club is 
fortunate to have three funding accounts for use with club 
activities. Although each account is specific as to use, 
fundraisers are usually a great way to raise extra money, but 
be sure the fundraiser is actually going to create extra 
funds. All should be aware of the limitations of money when 
planning activities. 
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Fund raisers 
Money is alwa y s an importan t factor in club activities. 
The English Cl u b b e ing n o except i on , the need for raising 
money s u rfaces e v e ry year . Na turally, the club turns t o 
f undr a i se r s. I n t he past, f undraisers have left much to be 
d es ir ed for th e En g l is h Club du e t o lac k of participation in 
e i t he r the f undr ai s er se t-up or in interest in buying the 
p r odu ct for sa l e . Th e ma j o r fac tor whi c h hinders successful 
f u ndr a i sing is o rganiz a t ion o f the process: the round-up of 
i n te r e s ted stud e n ts wi l ling t o he lp , a sellable product, and 
the s e lling i t self . 
The eas iest way to beg i n a fundraiser is to create a 
li s t of p ossibl e pr oducts / services to be sold along with the 
p ot en t i a l v a lue of the sale verses the cost of acquiring the 
p rodu c t ( r e member to i nclude postage, gas mileage, time 
n e ed ed, phon e costs , e tc . when calculating the cost of the 
p r od u c t ). Aft e r this list o f several possible fundraisers 
has b een creat e d , "test market " the ideas with others to see 
i f a ny on e would b e willing to actually buy the product if the 
clu b went to a l l the trouble to promote it. From the advice 
rec eived , c hoos e one fundraiser to focus on or scrap the 
whole idea if none of the ideas seem potentially su c cessful. 
When a fundraiser is selected, begin as soon as possible 
t o o rganiz e the project. Take into consideration the appeal 
o f the produc t ( the audience to buy it ) and take advantage of 
s p eci a l campus activities which may help to promote the 
p rodu c t ( such as special table space during Funion, the 
Christmas display in the Union, etc. ) . Many times the 
a d vantage of going along with other groups to promote a 
p rodu c t / s e rvice may be great, but also remember that too many 
other diversions may hinder sales. One example is trying to 
pull o ff a f undraiser at Christmas when everyone else it 
t r ying t o d o the same and all are competing with the 
t r adi t ion of spending money on family . Consider all outlets 
b e fore planning an exact event. 
A successful fundraiser can boost club f und s, but a 
fail ed fundraiser can actually cost money if t he initial 
investment into the fundraiser is more than the return. Be 
c aut i ous about fundraising and use your inst i n c t before 
plann ing one. 
A few ideas for fundraisers are as foll ows : 
1 . Bake Sale. This is usually suc c essful i f d one in the 
Union with small items or pieces ( such as a piece of pie, 
n o t the whole pie ) . Many times club membe r s can donate 
baked goods to be sold so almost all the profit goes to 
the club ( and left-overs are no problem! ) 
2 . Raffle s . If the item is appealing enough t o warrant $1 
tickets, usually this will work. Many time s donated 
i t ems are not large enough to act as the on l y prize, then 
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g rou p a bun ch of it ems together as one prize. If a prize 
mu st b e bo u g h t by the c lub t o raffle off, consider the 
cost i n g r eat d eta il b e fore b e ginning. For example , wha t 
i f a T .V. we r e pur c hased t o raffle off at a cost of $200 
a n d then only 10 $1 ticke ts were s o ld? 
3 . P hon e - a -the ns ar e n o t o rious c ampus ploys to raise money. 
Ge n era l l y , th i s fundrais e r will generate a little income , 
bu t rem e mber that you are competing with all of the other 
campu s organ izations and the university itself to get 
a lumn i d on a tions. Many alumni become angry with always 
b e ing a s ked to donat e because they do not receive 
anything for giving money . Also, here you are running up 
phone bills ( mostly long distance). 
4. One way t o raise mo re money is to up membership fees. 
Many clubs and organizations on campus charge five to 
eight t i mes as much as the $5 ~nglish Club membership 
fe e . I n fact , the English Club could be the least 
expensiv e c lub at UNI. This may be the best idea for 
a year. After then , raising membership dues may only 
harm membership. 
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English Club Finances 
The English Club has thre e different UNI accounts. The 
first i s for c lub activities, the second for Inner Weather, 
a n d the third i s from UNISA to be used only as allocated . 
1 . CLUB ACTIVITIES ACCOUNT: 
Thi s account is handled through the Controller ' s Office in 
Gil c rest. Every deposi t and withdrawal must be done through 
t he Gilcrest cashier. Activity in this account is due to 
deposits by dues or donations and withdrawals for expenses 
(food, printing , room costs, etc.). Also, this account has a 
five digit access number whi c h can be used across campus to 
charge items/services to the account. The club advisor and 
president and/or treasurer ONLY should have this account 
number. All expenses must be acco~panied by receipts or they 
can not be reimbursed to individuals. 
DEPOSITS: The cashier will issue a receipt for all deposits 
(c hecks must be made out to the English Club). 
NITHDRANALS: A voucher must be obtained from the club 
advisor or the department head. This voucher is filled out 
by the president or treasurer and must be signed by the club 
advisor . The voucher is very specific and must contain the 
social security number of an individual if the money goes to 
a spe c ific person. The controller's office will issue a 
check for the expense only if a receipt is available to 
verify the expense. 
2 . INNER NEATHER FOUNDATION ACCOUNT: 
Th e Inner Weather Foundation account is accumulated through 
donations by UNI alumni. The account description says the 
money shall be used for a student literary publication and/or 
student scholarships. So, this money must be allocated by 
the head of the English Department. The executive editor 
must meet with the department head to set up an a l lowance of 
how much of the money can be used for Inner Weather. 
DEPOSITS: Money can not be deposited here exc ept by 
donation. 
NITHDRANALS: Must be made through the Foundati on Controller 
in the Controller's Office (located directly behind the 
cashier ' s window). A form must be obtained from the 
department head and filled out and signed by him/her. 
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3 . UN ISA ALLOCATIONS: 
In January or February of each year, a hearing is held to 
allocate UNISA funds . A representative from each club must 
be present at the hearing in order to get any funds. A 
proposal must be prepared on how the money is to be used and 
if money is awarded, the money can only be used in specific 
ways as outlined by UNISA. A notice will be sent after the 
hearing if money was awarded. At the end of June, if any 
money is remaining in the funds allocated by UNISA, this 
money is returned to UNISA and can not be claimed by the 
club . Generally, money for the English Club goes to fund 
Inner Weather and/or speakers. 
DEPOSITS: Money can not be deposited into this account 
except by UNISA. 
WITHDRAWALS: Honey can be taken out of this fund only for 
the intended use as stated by UNISA. To receive this money, 
requests must be made at the Student's Organization Center in 
the basement of the Union. Talk to Claudia Meyer. 
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INNER WEATHER MANUAL 
January 1990 
Compiled by Deborah Hoepner 
1990 Graduate, English B . A. 
In Fulfillment of the Presidential Scholarship Program 
INNER WEATHER ORGANIZATIONAL MANUAL 
I nner Weather, the University of No rthe rn Iowa's only student 
organized c r eative writing journal, provides an outlet for 
the creativ e expressi o n of talent that otherwise may have 
g on e unnoticed. Curr ently , the journal is composed of 
poetry, fi ction, and non-fiction, although in the past 
artwork an d photography wer e also included. The 
administrative elements of the journal's publication are 
handled by mem be rs sele c ted from the English Club, even 
though the journ al is d e sign ed to showcase work from all UNI 
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Inner Weather can be made as large as the staff desires. or 
as small. Either way , the journal acts as an outlet for 
student creative writing. To begin, an executive editor is 
select ed from the English Club. Beforehand , this person must 
be made awar e of the responsibilities and duties of the 
position. After accepting the position and signing the 
contract, the executive editor must design a time line, 
taking into consideration the Student As Critic Conference 
held at UNI annually. The journal is generally sold at the 
conference, therefore, a reception where the journal is shown 
for the first time must precede the conference. 
Once the time line is established, the executive editor must 
select section editors, generally one per section, who are 
able to work within the confines of the time line. Section 
editors are very vital to the journal's publication. The 
sec t ion editor is responsible for selecting not only material 
to be published in his/her section, but also first , second, 
and third place winners. 
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INNER WEATHER OBJECTIVES 
1 . To publis h s tudent works in a quality journal 
2. To allow s t u d ents the opp o rtunity to participate in the 
manag erial sid e of publishing 
3. To in c reas e s tudent / facult y (eventualy community) 
awareness of other ' s work 
4. To a ct a s a forum for expression 
5. To b e fair and accurate 
6. To stabilize funds for further issues 
7. To publish a sellable amount and sell them 
8. To publish one or more quality issues per year 
9. To strive for more diversification with each issue 
10. To exercise creativity 
11. To learn communication 
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INNER WEATHER EXECUTIVE EDITORIAL DUTIES 
As the executive editor of Inner Weather. you act as the 
p ivotal force in the jour nal ' s p u b l ication. Every aspect of 
publication is ultimate ly your respon sibil ity and the final 
p r oject wi ll reflec t back on y ou primar i ly . The journal is 
as good a s the executive edit or wants it to be; you are the 
motivatin g an d contr o lling for ce . 
All of this seems a great amount of responsibility , and 
i t is. but the b e nef i ts you rece ive will not only be personal 
satisfacti on. but potentially Inner Weather can act as a 
career steppin g stone . The position of executive editor 
utili zes skills of leadership and communication, both written 
and oral, which are vital in tod ay ' s business world. 
The position of executive editor must always remain 
fl ex ible t o conform to the needs at hand, but, in general , 
the follo win g ar e the primary duties: 
1. Creat e a time line t o cover the entire publication 
p ro cess . Gene rally, this is done over the summer. 
2. Reproduc e or create posters , flyers, memos, and 
app lication s to alert students of the opportunity to 
be come section editors. 
3 . Ac cept applications and select editors. 
4. Train editors. 
5 . Ac c ept submissions and log them. 
6 . Distribute submissions to the correct editor . 
7. Handle typing or typing arrangements for the final 
pages. 
8 . Proofread final pages. 
9 . Design and send acceptance/rejection letters. 
10. Contact a printer and make all ne c essary arrangements. 
11. Arrange a reception and invite readers . 
12. Organize the selling of the journal. 
13. File for copyright. 
Inner Weather Executive Editorial Application 
(Please use the back for extra space) 
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Classification~---~ 
What courses have you taken which you feel would help with 
being Executive Editor? 
What work have you done which would qualify you for this 
position? 
What do you feel the purpose of Inner Weathe1· should be? 
How do you see the journal changing in the future? 
Will you student teach during this year?~-~-
Any additional information you feel is relevant. 
When? ___ _ 
On the back of this sheet, please give your current schedule 
including times for school, work, and extra-curricular 
activities. 
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Inner Weather Editorial Contract 
Executive Editor 
As the Inner Weat her executive editor, the following duties 
wil l be completed: 
1. Design and display all public relation materials 
r e latin g to Inner Weather. 
2. Hire and train staff members. 
3 . Organ iz e submission p ro c es s including logging 
submiss ions a nd preparing them for editing by section 
editors. 
4. Arrange and run all staff meetings . 
5 . Handle typing of all final selections. 
6 . Wr it e and distribute a c ceptance/rejection letters. 
7 . Arrange for printing and get manuscripts to printer. 
8 . Organiz e reception. 
9. Oversee selling of the journal. 
10 . Write all thank-you notes. 
11. Apply for copyright. 
12. Handle the return of requested submissions. 
13 . Keep accurate records of all transactions relating to 
the journal for future use. 
14 . Work with English Club president and club advisor to 
secure funding. 
15. Work in any needed capacity to ensure a successful 
journal publication. 
Executive Editor Date 
September 22 
September 29 
Oc tober 4 







Inner Weather Time Line for 1989-1990 
Las t day to accept editor applications 
Selection o f edi tors 
Editors n o t i fied of s e lection 
Mee ting of all editors 
Regular me eting days / times set up 




Executive editor logs submissions and gives 
to section editors 
Deadline for submissions 
Executive editor gives all remaining 
submissions to section editors 
Section editors read and evaluate submissions 
and make final choices 
All decisions final and accepted manuscripts 
given to executive editor 




Apr i l 1 
Ap ri l 1 
Acceptance/rejection letters sent out 
All pages sent to printer 
Reception and unveiling of journal, 
Royal Oak Dining Room/Union 
2 to 5 p.m. 
thru May 16 -- Selling of journal 
Selection of Section Editors 
"The Best Quality is Desire" 
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One of the first duties of the executive editor is to 
se lec t editors . The selected editors will be the cement 
which holds together the foundation of Inner Weather. They 
must be reliabl e . knowledgeable, and committed. 
An imp o rtan t crite ria for s election is class work 
and/or experienc e related to selecting writing. High school 
exp erienc e on newspapers, yearb oo ks , or creative writing 
journals are relevant , as we ll as c lasses attended in high 
school or college . Many applicants will have some 
experience, b u t as executive editor you must decide how to 
handl e editing and work selection and inform the editors; 
theref o re, look for people who are trainable and seem willing 
t o le a rn new ways o r sharpen old skills. 
Al though skill in editing and selection is most vital, a 
maj or part of the selection process must include availability 
for meetings, selection, and editing. Inner Weather requires 
a lot of time right around the holidays and finals which many 
people are reluctant to donate . Class schedules also must 
wo rk so that a specific time can be arranged where all 
editors can me et as a group. This time factor must be 
consid e red during selection. The editors must be able to 
give adequate time to the entire yearly process. Also, many 
times student teachers wish to be editors, but remember they 
wil l be gone for an entire semester. You must ask whether 
a ppl icants intend on student teaching during the year, and if 
so, explain to them the time involved . Do not eliminate them 
completely due to student teaching, but tell them you have 
other necessary jobs which they are more then welcome to help 
with, such as advertising, editing. All help is welcome 
especially since the positions are non-paying. 
Overall, look for applicants who express a desire to 
work with student writing even if their skills as editors may 
not be excellent. Remember that one of the major functions 
of Inner Weather is to act as an outlet for student writing 
and participation in the managerial side of publishing. This 
is a student publication, and although a professional looking 
journal is expected, the journal still is to be looked at as 
a learning process. Everyone can benefit and learn from 
working on the journal. The only ingredient necessary is 
desire. 
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Editorial Information Sheet 
Section Editors 
(Poe try, Fiction, and Non-fiction) 
DESCRIPTION: 
Solicit submissions; choose submissions worthy of 
publication; work with the editorial staff to format the 
journal and revise journal policies; edit section works; 
proofread final pages; help in selling the journal; help 
o rganize and attend the reception; attend scheduled meetings 
A few specifics: 
1. There is no pay involved except for a free issue of the 
journal. Satisfaction, recognition, and experience are 
invaluable! 
2. You make the choices for your section, but the executive 
editor will review your selections and reserves the right to 
reject selections if they are inappropriate. 
3. You may edit works only to eliminate punctuation, 
spelling, and usage errors as long as this editing does not 
in any way change the style of the piece (i.e. some people 
intentionally write "creatively" using inappropriate 
spelling, etc. There must be justification for deviations). 
If you have questions concerning editing, talk with the 
execute editor . Please use the editing marks on the page 
provided. 
4. Section editors may ask other section editors, the 
executive editor, or the advisor for help/advise, but not 
others. Keep the works confidential and do not discuss with 
friends or in a public place where you may be overheard. 
5. You must meet all deadlines and work with the other 
editors to get the complete journal ready for publication. 
6. Also, you must select a first, second, and third place 
winner in your section. 
Inner Weather Editorial Application 
(P l ease use the back for extra space ) 
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Classification~~~~~ 
Do you have a section preference ( poetry, fiction , o r non-
fi c tion )? I f so, which one and why? 
What courses have you taken which you feel would help with 
being an editor? 
What work have you done which would qualify you for this 
position ? 
What do you feel the purpose of Inner Weather should be? 
Will you student teach during this year?~~~~ 
Any additional information you feel is relevant . 
When ?~~~~ 
On the back of this sheet, please give your current schedule 
including times for school , work, and extra-curricular 
activities. 
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Inner Neather Editorial Contract 
As a section editor of UNI's creative writing journal , Inner 
Wea ther, each pe rson signing this contract agrees to perform 
the following duties: 
1. Meet at r egularly scheduled times to work as a group or, 
if scheduling problems arise , arrange to meet in smaller 
groups whi ch wi ll report to the group as a whole at 
subsequent mee tings. 
2. So li cit submissions through various means, such as 
poster, flyers , phone calls, personal meetings, and/or 
group addresses. 
3 . Fairly evaluat e blind submissions for style, content, 
clarity, creativity, and overall nature. 
4 . Stat e briefly in writing the positive and negative 
qualities of each work submitted to clearly stress why a 
work i s rejected or selected. 
5 . Perf orm minimal revisions on selected works, not to 
alter content, creativity, or style, but to strengthen 
clarity. 
6. Solicit funds t o help the production of the journal. 
7 . Select first, second, and third place winners in each 
category. 
8. Help in the selling of the journal either through 
subscriptions and/or table/classroom sales. 
9. Work with all editors, faculty, staff, and students to 
produce the best Inner Weather in print . 
Poetry Editor Date 
Fiction Editor Date 
Non-fiction Editor Date 
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SUBMISSIONS, SELECTION, AND EDITING 
On ce the staff is selected, the first order of business is to 
c all for submissions. There should be a lengthy time in 
whi c h submis s ions c an be submitted, taking into consideration 
the other work students are doing and the creative nature of 
the submission s . But , the length must be specified and the 
deadline should never be extended, not for anyone. Until the 
last two weeks, submissions will be few and far between, but 
watch out during the last weeks. Do not get discouraged 
about a lack of material -- there will be enough. Be sure 
there is a specific place for submissions where they are safe 
and out of the way of others. The executive editor is 
responsible for these submissions, logging them in and 
turning them over to the appropriate section editor. Also, 
the executive editor is the only person who knows the 
identity of each author. 
On c e all of the submissions are in and to the appropriate 
editor, the task of selection falls into this editor's hands. 
The executive editor should only enter the selection process 
if a problem arises. The section editors should select the 
works and edit them after selection. There should be a 
editorial meeting to discuss editing, since this can be a 
touchy area. 
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I nner Weather Submission Policies 
1. All submission s must: 
b e typed, double-spac e d 
-- have ti tl e and page numb er s on each page 





total number of pages 
category t o b e entered 
3. Submissions will be read blindly, so the author's name 
can appear ONLY on the title page. 
4 . One author may submit up to three works TOTAL. 
5. Revisions will not be accepted once a work is submitted. 
6. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be included for 
EACH work to be returned. Returned works may have 
editing marks. 
7. Keep a copy of all work submitted. 
8. Each work must be submitted individually. 
9. Works can not be more than seven typed pages. 
10. The publication is open to all part and full time 
undergraduate and graduate students, including 
December graduates. 
11 . All submissions must be in the Inner Weather box in 
Baker~- by~- p.m., , 199 . 
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Submission Changes for Inner Neather 
Ov e r t h e past few ye ars, Innel' We ather has changed 
con siderably. Th e j ourna l began as a showcase of studen t 
work in all areas ( photography, artwork, and writing ) and 
from a var ie ty of people. but then took the form of a 
s tylized j ournal featuring a few art ists and authors. 
S in ce the bu l k of the publication is done by the English 
Department , the editors from 198 8 -89 chose to mak e the 
journal 's focus solely writ i n g . The ed itors from this time 
period decided th e j ournal wa s best utilized in showcasing 
many artists and many types o f written works. Since the 
journ al is a local c ampus publication run by students, for 
students , a p o licy o f limited submissions has been adopted. 
Submissions are limited to three works per author in total. 
Als o, onl y one work may be printed by any author in each of 
the t hree se c tions of poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. 
Th e r efo re. if an author submits three poems , only one poem 
could be published, but if he /s he submitted one work in each 
category and these works met with the editors· appr oval, all 
t hr ee c ould b e published since they each would appear in a 
different se c tion. 
Thi s new policy keeps Inner Weather from being too 
narrowly fo c used on certain writers, even though the editors 
ackn owled ge that certain authors are gifted and deserve to 
have all of their works published. By limiting submissions 
and pub lication, many people are allowed to be published. We 
hop e this " restriction" acts more as a berth by which budding 
artists will continue to write either for themselves or for 
publication . while those artists strongly grounded in their 
work also receive recognition and publication. Inner Weather 
i s a training ground for writers and editors, an experience 
which many should be allowed to participate in. 
Although this system by no means allows for every author 
submitting work to be published , many are published. In 
1988-89, sixty-five percent of submitting authors were 
published. We feel these numbers reflect positively on the 
exper ienc e gained through the creation of Inner Wea ther. 
Although the executive editor has power to change Inner 
Weath e r policies , we hope the need for this 
submission/publication policy will be seen and objectively 
evaluated by future editors. 
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Inner Weather Selection Process 
Th e s e l ec ti on p r oc ess is done by the section editor . There 
a r e n o c on c ret e rule s on good writing ( some would differ! ); 
on e work will t o tally thrill one person and disgust another. 
The sec ti on editor must be aware of common grammatical rules 
an d t hen r e ly on instin c t and observation of audience appeal . 
The aud i en ce fo r Inner Weather will be other students and 
fac u l ty on c ampus , as well as students and teachers attending 
the S tudent As Critic Conferen c e. Oh yes, not to forget 
par e n t s! Generally, though , the journal does not venture off 
campus v e r y far. 
Although the selection is mainly done by one persons 
individual t astes , there are a few rules to follow: 
1. Be c au t i ous of works filled with profanity. A little 
pro f a ni ty which is justified is okay, but the extreme forms 
may n ot b e greeted with smiles by others. Inner Weather does 
no t int e nd to be a conservative journal, but there is a time 
and place f o r everything. 
2 . S in ce the selection process will weed out individuals, 
try t o stay with those individuals which followed the few 
dir ec tions f or submission that were outlined. Every year 
works are submitted hand written or lacking information 
reques t ed such as address . In the past, editors have 
d i sq u al ified authors on the basis of not following 
di re ctions. Although the work may be excellent, time is 
limited , so editors, spend time on those works which conform 
t o the rules of common courtesy. This could be a basis for 
d eni a l or consideration. 
3 . Fo r the overall journal, try to balance the types of 
wo r ks included: eighteen doggie stories will not go over 
we ll . Many people fall into the trap of trying to select 
varying sub j ects or certain styles of writing, forgetting t o 
mix the works by content, style, theme, presentation. 
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Editing 
Ed iting is a tou chy sub ject. Since Inner Weather is a 
stud ent pub li cation, the val idi ty of editing is sometimes 
questi oned . The best way to handle this situation is to s et 
u p a policy of limited editing to handle grammatical errors 
or space requirements. Editing should no t in any way harm 
the clarity or intenti on of the author. Poems are very 
difficult to edit because they are so concise and limited. 
Fiction and non-fiction are a little easier to handle. If 
any question s concerning editing arise, remember you are on a 
univer s ity campus with many talented and highly capable 
professors who can assist you . The journal advisor is there 
to help in cas es just like this. If you are unsure of 
edi tin g a c ertain pie c e, ask. 
Editing t ec hniques are a different story. All editors 
shou ld b e familiarized with editing symbols and procedures 
p rior to receiving materials to edit. A small handout 
outlining basic editing skills is included. A short lecture 
on editing skills and procedures should be included in the 
first editorial meeting. 
Be espec ially careful to edit the pages after typing. 
Usually, many errors are done during the typing. Here, 
proficient editing skills are a must. Each section editor 
should edit his/her own section, as well as the executive 
editor editing all sections. This is one of the most vital 
parts of publishing -- typos are unprofessional and present 
the journal in a bad light. They are so easy to correct if 
enough time is given to the matter. 
For more editing information, contact a journalism 
professor or editing manual. 
Editing Symbols 
Th e co rr ect sen t en ce: 
Th e girl ran t o the bus . 
INSERT/ AD D~ 




!he girl ran to the bus. 
LOWER CASE 
Tff girl jfn to the /us. 
TRANSPOSE 
The~to the bus. 
CLOSE WORDS/LEAVE A SPACE 
The~girl ran to the bus. 
CLOSE SPACE ENTIRELY 
/""' 
The girl rant o the bus. 
\....-' 
ADD SPACE 
Th~irl ran tothe bus. 
INDENT 
U'he girl ran to the bus. 
NEW PARAGRAPH 
4t-The girl ran to the bus. 
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PUBLISHING 
I n pr e v iou s y e ars, Inner Weather has b e en published by off 
camp u s f i r ms wh o bid to complete the project. Around 1,500 
cop i es were printed at a time , at a cos t around $2,000. But 
about ha lf of the copies still remain in the original boxes 
i n the baseme n t of Baker, and no telling where others may be 
hidin g . 
I n 1988 - 89, the printing was don e by UNI Print Services. Th e 
typ esetting and layout were completed by the executive editor 
on a per s onal computer and the finished pages were sent to 
Pr in t Servic e s where they were duplicated and placed in 
plastic binders. For 150 copies the cost was around $250. 
Bec aus e o f this kind of "homemade " publication, artwork and 
p h otogr aphy were very limited to non-exist ent. But 
r e fl ect ing back, the editors found hav i n g the journal all 
written wo rk allowed for more writers to be published. Also, 
thi s kind o f publishing was quick (about 12 days turn-around) 
a nd b y limiting the number of copies produced, none were left 
ov e r . 
When deciding upon a publisher or publishing style, consult 
t he budget ( monies from UNISA and foundation a c count) and re-
evaluate the objectives set forth. There are many cost 
effect ive methods, but decide early enough to ask for bids if 
necessary . When a publisher is brought in, many times great 
bulks of time and skill are necessary to finish the j ob. In 
a ll truthfulness, the staffs in 1988-89 and 198 9-90 were all 
English majors with little experience in publishing, so by 
using the "homemade" version, the job was completed, 
hopefully with satisfaction, without great difficulty . Each 
staff must make its own evaluations and decisions, but be 
aware of all the options that exist. 
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PROMOTION 
No ma t ter h ow g ood the ma t e r ial o r final product , wi t h out 
p romot i on . the jou r n a l would be a f a i l ure . There are many 
mor e peopl e in t erested in subm i tting work to and purchasing a 
co p y of I nner We a ther t han may b e e xpe c ted. The faculty ar e 
int erested in seeing wha t s t ud e n ts a r e d o ing outside of clas s 
a nd ma n y t ime s t hey will he l p encourage students to submi t 
mate r ia l s t o t he jou r n al a s wel l a s purchas e the final copy 
e v en i f th ey we re n o t i n c lud ed in the list o f author s . 
Besides faculty, posters a nd fly e rs a c ross c a mpus will help 
adv ert i se the j ou rnal. 
It seems as t hough when the j ourn a l is finally published the 
work is d one, but i t i s only beginning. Now the editors 
bec ome s alespeople, trying to interest others in purchasing a 
c opy . Not on l y ar e the f inances taken care of by selling the 
jou rna l , but ot hers become exposed to the creative people on 
c ampus and p ossibly some will read the journal and then 
dec i de t o s ubmi t something themselves the next year . Also, 
th e j ourn a l is shown at the Iowa Student As Critic Conference 
held on t he UNI campus every year. Hundreds of high school 
s tud ents c ome to have papers critiqued and hear lectures , and 
by having Inner Weather available , high school students are 
a b l e to se e what a college journal looks like. 
A new add itiv e to the promotion strategies is the u s e of 
vid eo . In 1988-89 , seven students who were published in that 
y e a r ' s Inner Weath e r were asked to read their published works 
for a vid eo tape which was shown at the Hearst Center for the 
Art s for parents ' day. Also , the video is to be shown at the 
199 0 Studen t As Criti c . This new source for promotion should 
be c ontinu ed from year to year to serve as a visual support 
t o the written work of the journal. 
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nner 
GE1' PUBLISHED BEFORE YOU GRADUATJf! 
FIRST PRIZE IN EACH CATEGORY IS $25. FIRST, SECOND AHO 1'Hllm 1( 
PLACES IN EACH CA'fEGORY WILL RECEIVE CERTIFICATES. 
Submissions of puetry, fiction and . non-fiction will be 
accepted until December 1 in the English Club box in the:: 
English Offi e:e , Baker 115 . 
All sub11 iss ious must 
1> be double - spaced 
2> be submitted individually 
3) have a c over sheet which includes name, address, phon~ 
number, title and total number of pages 
4) have only the title and page number on each subsequent 
page after the cover sheet 
5) include a self-addressed stamped envelope if you would 
like y0ur work returned 















UNI's student creative writing journal, is now on sale! 
Copies are $1 each and may be purchased between noon and 
5 p.m. at the reception desk of the Student Services Center 




Please ann ounce to your classes that UNI ' s creative 
writing journal, Inner Weather, is accepting submission of 
poetry, fi ct ion, and non-fiction through 3:00 p.m. December 
1, 1989, for the March issue. All undergraduate and graduate 
students are encouraged to submit up to three works. 
Each work must be typed , double-spaced. The works will 
be reviewed blindly, so the author's name can appear only on 
the title page, along with address, title, phone number, and 
category ( poetry, ficti on, non-fiction). Each subsequent 
page must have the title and page number in the upper right 
hand corner. Works may not exceed seven typed pages. 
Submissions can be placed in the Inner Weather box in Baker 
115. 
More information will be on posters in the Aud. or 




Executive Editor, Inner Weather 
Dear Faculty, 
Please announce to your classes that UNI's creative 
writing journal, Inner Weather, is accepting submission of 
poetry, fiction, and non-fiction through 3:00 p.m. December 
1, 1989, for the March issue. All undergraduate and graduate 
students are encouraged to submit up to three works. 
Each work must be typed, double-spaced. The works will 
be reviewed blindly, so the author ' s name can appear only on 
the title page, along with address, title, phone number, and 
category (poetry, fiction, non-fiction). Each subsequent 
page must have the title and page number in the upper right 
hand corner. Works may not exceed seven typed pages. 
Submissions can be placed in the Inner Weather box in Baker 
115. 
More information will be on posters in the Aud . or 




Executive Editor, Inner Weather 
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TO: UNI Faculty 
FRO M: Inner Weather Editors 
Inner Weather, UNI · sonly student creative writing journal, 
is accepting all poetry, fiction and non-fiction through 
December 1, 1989. Submissions must be turned in by 3 p.m. to 
Baker 115. Prizes will be awarded in March when the journal 
is published. Please encourage your students to submit their 
~ork. If any questions arise, please call Deb at 273-6740. 
TO: UNI Faculty 
FROM: Inner Weather Editors 
Inner Weather, UNI ' s only student creative writing journal, 
is accepting all poetry, fiction and non-fiction through 
December 1, 1989. Submissions must be turned in by 3 p . m. to 
Baker 115. Prizes will be awarded in March when the journal 
is published. Please encourage your students to submit their 
~ork. If any questions arise, please call Deb at 273-6740. 
TO: UNI Faculty 
FROM: Inner Weather Editors 
Inner Weather, UNI's only student creative writing journal, 
is accepting all poetry, fiction and non-fiction through 
December 1, 1989. Submissions must be turned in by 3 p.m. to 
Baker 115. Prizes will be awarded in March when the journal 
is published . Please encourage your students to submit their 
~ork. If any questions arise, please call Deb at 273-6740. 
TO: UNI Faculty 
FROM: Inner Weather Editors 
Inner Weather, UNI's only student creative writing journal, 
is accepting all poetry, fiction and non-fiction through 
December 1, 1989. Submissions must be turned in by 3 p.m. to 
Baker 115. Prizes will be awarded in March when the journal 
is published. Please encourage your students to submit their 
~ork. If any questions arise, please call Deb at 273-6740. 
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VIDEO 
The 1988-89 video of students reading their works from Inner 
Weather was completed at the Education Center video lab in 
the basement of the building. For a setting fee and 
purchasing fee per tape, the experience was a success and 
serves as a lasting representation of the work of UNI 
students. Such a visual representation is a great addition 
to the written journal and has many uses such as for freshman 
groups, transfer students, or classes. The work involved in 
arranging the taping was small, but the rewards were great. 
Feedback on the idea was all positive. 
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September 11, 1989 
Dear Inner Weather Contributor: 
The English Department has requested a video tape dealing 
with Inner Weather to be shown at the Hearst Center for 
parents ' weekend and also for the Student As Critic 
Conference. You are being asked to take part in the filming 
by reading your work which appeared in last year ' s Inner 
Weather. 
The taping will take place Thursday, September 14, at 10:15 
a.m. in the Education Center. I ask that you be at the Ed. 
Center at 10:00 and meet me in the lobby so we can go as a 
group to the studio. We will be finished by 11:00. 
As for the tape, I will do a short introduction covering 
Inner Weather as a whole and then I will say, " . . and here 
are a few examples of the work which appeared in last year ' s 
Inner Weather." I would like you to introduce yourself (name 
only) and give the title of the piece you are going to read. 
A few notes: 
1. Dress is casual, but remember who will be viewing the 
tape. 
2 . I will provide a copy of Inner Weather for you to read 
from. 
3. Please try to look at the camera sometimes while you 
read. 






Hello! My name is Debbi Hoepner and I am the executive 
editor of Inner Weather. Published yearly, Inner Weather is 
the University of Northern Iowa ' s student literary journal, a 
showcase for undergraduate and graduate students' creative 
work in the areas of poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. 
Inner Weather began in the 1960s, evolving as an 
integral part of the English Club and the English Department. 
The journal is headed by volunteer student editors selected 
from the English Club and a faculty representative from the 
English Department. 
A tradition at UNI, the journal has undergone many 
changes since the first issue. The title has been changed 
several times, including Seven Hagazine, The Dead Letter, and 
finally settling on Inner Weather. The size has also varied. 
Over the years, the journal has been a forum for artwork and 
photography as well as writing, but the 1988-89 issue was 
focused on writing solely as no other campus publication 
centers on creative writing done by students of all 
classifications and majors. 
The publication process begins in August when editors 
are selected. Submissions are thereafter accepted through 
Dec. 1. Then, the selection for publication is made through 
a blind review of the works; thus, every autho r is accorded a 
fair reading by eliminating personal biases which may 
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otherwise hinder publication. The editors handle the 
typesetting, design, and layout of the journal, as well as 
designing promotional ways to sell and distribute the final 
product. 
In each category of poetry, fiction, and non-fiction, 
first, second, and third place winners are selected and 
printed in the opening pages of the journal which is 
published in March. The authors of winning works receive 
certificates of merit at the read-in reception held in March 
to celebrate the journal's publication. The reception allows 
students and faculty a time to become acquainted and discuss 
the works in an atmosphere other than the classroom setting. 
Although the journal generally is circulated only across 
campus, Inner Weather is shown at the Iowa Student As Critic 
Conference which unites high school and college students from 
the region. We hope Inner weather acts as a focal point of 
the English Department at UNI by serving as an outlet for 
student work and an incentive to communicate. 
To illustrate the work included in the journal, the 
following students will read their works which were published 
in the 1988-89 issue of Inner Weather: 
Tony Newton 
John Fink 
Barb Agan 
Susan Capron 
Rich Campbell 
Suzanne Guinn 
Becky Halm 
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